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ABSTRACT

This document is the Technical Report on the Student Enrolment
System (SES) in partial fUlfillment of the requirements of CSCI321
Software Project. It outlines the technical details of
an
automated enrolment system for the University of Wollongong with
initial emphasis on the Department of Computing Science.
This document is intended for use by systems programmers
in maintaining the Student Enrolment System.

involved
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INTRODUCTION
1.1. Problem Scope
The scope ot" the system covers the enrolment of students in the
Department of Computing Science only, although the system could
be expanded, with slight code modification, to cover more
departments, if a more diverse data source than the Mathematics
Department's Database was to be installed.

1.2. General Sy,stem Description
The system, as implemented, provides guidance tor students in
deciding which subjects they would like to undertake and the
selection ot any laboratory/tutorial
classes
for
those
subjects. The student would then proceed to the academic
advisors Who, also using functions prOVided by this system,
will check a stUdent's request for classes, and after any
necessary alterations, may enrol the student in those sUbjects.
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2. DATA STRUCTURES AND FILES

2.1. Data Structures

2.1.1. Introduction
Listed below are the data structures usea in the Student
Enrolment
System
(5ES).
These structures are used
throughout all sub-systems.
2.1.2. Global structures
These l structures and types are used in all sUb-systems and
reside in the t-ile "glob_consts. h" .
typedef struct (
char cls_typ;
char slot<SLOT_SIZE);
char cls_grp_nm;
} class_slot;
The class_slot structure is ,used to store all
the
information reqUired for each labtute timeslot. An example
might be a Monday 8:30 tutorial for group A. This would be
stored as (T,Ol,AJ.
typed,ef struct {
char
subj_notSUBJ_SIZE);
char
subj_slot<MAX_LECTURES) (SLOT_SIZE)
c.Lass_slot
cls_slot<MAX_NON_LECT);
1nt
no_nonlects_suit_flaq;
int
fails_re~flaq;
1nt
lect_clash_flaq;
char
clash_subj<MAX_CLASH) <SUBJ_SIZE)
char change_type;
) subject_info;
1be subject_info structure is used to store all the
information about the particular subject that the student
has chosen. This includes all the lecture,laboratory and
tutorial timeslots,qroup names; an indication of whether
all laboratory/tutorials clash with ~ectures of' the Other
subjects the student has taken; an indication of whether
the student meets the degree regulations; a list of
claShing subjects; and a change_type flag which is used to
indicate whether the subject is temporary, ready to be
added to the student's programme, Withdrawn tram the
subject, or Whether it is a history subject.

typedef struct {
1* The classes_request *1
char
stud_no(STUD_SIZE);
char
crse_cd(COURSE_SIZE);
int
pgm_fails_flag;
int
num_subj;
char
yr_ofrd(3);
subject_info subj_info(MAX_SUBJECTS);
} classes_request;
The c:lasses_request is the most important structure in the
system. This structure contains the students requested
progr~mme
(or possibly the current programme in the case
of VEP ). It also contains their student number,course
code, the number of subjects requested, the current year,
and an indication of whether the student's programme meets
the ~egree regulations.
typedef struct (
/* Contains lab/tut data
int
available;
char
class_max(MAX_ENROL);
int
no_enrOl;
class_slot
labtute_slot(NUM_SLOTS);
} labtute_data;
The labtute data structure contains information related to
one l~boratory/tutorial for a particular subject. The
numbe:r of students enrolled and the maximum class···size are
inclt«led. The flag "available" is used to indicate whether
the laboratory/tutorial is available to the student.
typedef struct {
int
int
int
char
char
char
char
int
labtute_data
} class_data;

/* Contains lab/tut data
classes_flag;
num_tutes;
num_Iabs;
subj_no(SUBJ_SIZE);
lslots(MAX_LECTURES) (SLOT_SIZE);
sesn_ofrd;
subj_nm(SUBJ_NUM_SIZEI;
credit-pts;
lab_dat(MAX_LABTUTES);

'rhis structure contains the information required about all
the classes for a particular sUbject. '!'his inc ludes all
the timeslot and class-size data. The subject's credit
points
and session offered are also included. This
structure and the classes··request structure between them
contain all the information required to enrol a student.
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typedef struct (
classes_request
class_data
int
} pS4l0;

1* Parameter

lis~

*cl_req;
*cl_data;
curr;

pS4l0 is used tq pass pointers to the two data structures,
and a pointer to the current subject being manipulated.
typedef struct (
class_data
int
int
} pS4l5;

1*

*c415_data;
lchoice;
tchoice;

Parameter list

pS4l5 is used to pass a pointer to the class_data
structure and the lab and tutorial choices made by the
student (if applicable).

01 NOV 85
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2.1.3. Database
Following is a discussion on the database management
system DBMS external variables and types. The external
variables are used to hold information on the status of"
the database as a program is executing. The types are used
to facilitate simple parameter passing and simple data
declaration. The best reference for maintenance personnel
of these variables and types are the members "CD_types.h"
and "CD_extern.h" which explain the details of" the use of
each in greater detail.
This section is to introduce ttwmaintenance personnel to
the constructs and to make the maintenance personnel aware
of the constructs, not to explain the constructs in every
detail.
The SIFTRAN structure is used to define the records stored
on the transaction log. The flag updated is set when the
transaction
is completed. The number of updates is
recorded and all the relevant information required tor the
updates is recorded in the request. Note that any change
to this structure will require a snapshot to be taken of
the system.
extern struct l
DIFTRAN request(MAXREQ);
int
nrupdates;
char
updated;
} S Il'"""!'RAN ;

update request
number of updates
updated flag

This structure defines sort keys and order of sorting for
relations that are returned from certain DBMS queries. For
example project returns the attributes in ascending order.
extern struct (
short sfca;
short slen;
short sorder;
} sortkey<MAXATT+l};

01 NOV 85

first char of attribute
length of attribute
order of sort
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domte type declares the types tor domain table
entries. Hence this type declares the underlying domains
for attributes.

l~e

typedef struct (
int
valuesize;
char
domname(DNAME+!);
J domte;

length of domain
name of domain

The
atte type is for the declaration of attribute
information. Each attribute requires that an amount of
information be stored in core about it and this is the
structure that describes the information.
typedef struct {
short attfca;
short attlca;
short attdom;
char attname<ANAME+l);
char attstatus;
J atte;

tirstchar 01' attribut
last char of attribute
domain number
attribute name
attribute status

The Relational View Pointer <RVP) defines a relation entry
in the system. This is the most important type definition
in the DBMS and it is essential that maintenance personnel
understand this type when attempting to modify the system.
'£he RVP contains all relevant information required to
access data in a relation.
typedef struct [
atte *relatt;
char *relbuf;
short relnatt;
short relntup;
short reltsize;
char relname(RNAME+l);
char relstatus;
char relprotect;
char relinteg;
} rvte;

ptr to attributes
ptrto relation bufter
number ot attributes
number ot tuples
relation size
relation name
relation status
protection flag
integrity flag

The expdata type declares the union of data that can occur
in an expression block.
typedef union {
int
opel';
atte *atp;
rvte *rvp;
char *constp;
} expdata;

01 NOV 85

type of operator
attribute pointer
RVP
constant pointer

8 --

'I'he expression block. The most obscure data type wi thin
the DBMS. The sequence that these bloCKS must take are
def ined in the RTB
technical
note.
'rhe
function
DOOS_decode accepts readable parameters and outputs the
appropriate expression block sequence. In the event that a
new operation be added to the system this data structure
will have to be intimately understood.
typecief struct {
short type;
eXpdata data;
} expb;

type of expression block
data of expression block

The DIFTRAN structure declares what is in a single
database update request record on the transaction log.
typedef struct {
int
file_updated;
number of file updated
char u_t;
update type
char dtOOl_command(MAXCOMM); update command
char record(~<LEN);
tuple
j DIFTRAN;
'l'he srequest structure de! ines the user request to the
DBMS. The previous request structures have reterred to the
transaction log.
typedef struct {
int
code_request;
int
ufile;
char ~command;
J srequest;

01 NOV 85

type of request
number of file
command
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The urequest structure is the update request. This is the
type that the application programmer uses to request
updates on the 4atabase.
typedef struct {
int dfrOOl_record_request; log transaction tlag
int nupdates;
nuDlber ot' updates
srequest drequest<MAXREQ); update requests
j urequest;
'r-he read request is the type of data structure which the
application program uses to read the database. This is a
reasonably simple structure to understand, being more
understandable than the expression blocks of the RTB.
typedef" struct (
1nt rtilecl;
int rt-ielc2;
char tcommand;
char *c!command,;
rvte *rrvp;
} treadreq;

number OI tile 1
number of file 2
type of command
command
RVP to result

accepts
The manrvpreq is the data structure
which
allows
temporary
relational
view
pOinters
and
manipUlations on them. Thus the system allows for complex
results to be built up out of the base relations.
typedef struct {
rvte *mrlrfilecl;
RVP to relation 1
rvte *mr2rfilec2;
RVP to relation 2
char mrtcommana.;
type ot command
command
char *mrclcommand;
HVP to result
rvte *mrrrvp;
J manrvpreq;

01 NOV 85
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'l'he decoding structure is decodes. The data trom the
relation read request is passed into the decoding mOdule
through this structure.
typedef struct (
rvte *ufilecl;
rvte *ufilec2;
char tdcommand;
char *c2command;
expb *cexp;
int dret_code;
J decodes;

RVP to relation 1
RVP to relation 2
type of command
command
ptr to expression blocks
return code

The dtstrip, data strip module accepts this parameter and
returns result as a "e" string. Namely it strips data out
of the difficult to understand RVPs and returns the data
in a "e" strinqmakinq data access even simpler.
typedef struct (
rvte *strvp;
RVP to relation
char statt <ANAME+lJ ;
attribute name
int stntuple;
number ot tuple
char dst_attribute(~rrVAL+l); destination of answer
J dtstrip;

01 NOV 85
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2.1.4. Check Deqree Requ1at1ons
'l'hese structures and types are used in the
Regulations Sub-system <CDR) and reside
"eG_types. h".

Check Degree
in the tile

typedet" strucl; L
I~ ~arameter list
classes_request *cls_req;
int
code_return;
char
msg_return(200);
} pCG01;
struct subj_node (
char
sUbj(8);
struct subjnode *link;
j;

01 NOV 85
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1* List ot' sUbjects *1
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2.1.5. Screen Handler
'rhese external structures and types are used in the Screen
Handler (CH) and reside in the file "CH_types.h".
typedef struct (
int in_line;
int incolumn;
char *prompt;
char *istring;
char *phelp;
} pCH_infld;

/* Parameter list to intld

*1

This structure contains a (line,col,prompt) triple; an
input string pointer and a pointer to a help message. lbe
a
input string pointer is initialized to point to
predefined storage area.
typedef struct ( /* Parameter list to putstr
int put_line;
int put_column;
char *ostring;J pCH.J>utstr;

*1

typedef struct ( 1* Parameter list to getstr
int get_line;
int get_column;
int num_of_chars;
char *get_string;
} pH003_getstr;

-f::1

'fhis structure is used by CH.J>utstr ". The input string pointer
"get_string" must point to a pre_defined area of storage >=
/lnum_ot_chars + 1".
II

01 NOV 85
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2.2. FILES

2.2.1. Introduction
Listed below are
Student Enrolment
where necessary.
be performed with

the tiles composing the database t
S1stem (SES), with schemas and co
Any modification ot these schemas
due caution.

2.2.2. 1fOOO - Student
Schema:
stud_no
srnm
fst_initl
stat
aggr
math_mark
crse_cd
unspd_100_cr
unspd_200_cr
unspd_200_cr
deleted

chOl
ch25

Primary Key

chO~

chOl
ch03
ch05

chOJ
ch02
ch02
ch02
chOl

2.2.3. 1f001 - Course
Schema:
crse_cd
majr
deg_id
deleted

ch03
ch04
ch09
chOl

Primary Key

ch09
ch52
chOl

Primary Key

2.2.4. 1f002 - Degree
~chema:

deg_id
deq_nm
deleted

01 NOV 85
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2.2.5. if 003

-

Prescribed Subject

Schema:

or the
mments
should

d.eg-..id
subj_no
yr_fst o:t"rd
deleted

2.2.6. if 004

-

chUg
chO'7
ch02
chOl

Primary Key
Primary Key
Primary Key

ch07
ch02
ch20
chOl

Primary Key
Primary Key
Primary Key

Subject

Schema:
subj_no
yr_fst_ofrd
dept..:,nm
deleted

2.2.7. if 005 - Student History
Schema:
stud no
subj:no
yr_ofrd
subj_reslt
deleted

ch07
chO'l
ch02
chOl
chOl

Primary Key
Primary Key
Primary Key

2.2.8. if 006 - Current Enrolment
Schema:
stud_no
subj_no
yr_ofrd
deleted

ch07
ch07
ch02
chOl

01 NOV 85

Primary Key
Primary Key
Primary Key

- i5··

2.2.9. if 007 - Student Class
Schema:
stud_no
subj_oo
yr_ofrd

cls_typ
cIs_qrp_nm
deleted

ch07
ch07
ch02
chOl
chOl
chOl

01 NOV 85

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
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2.2.10. if 008 - Requisite
Schema:
subj_no
yr_ot"rd

chO'7
chO/
ch27
chOl
chOl

re~str

re~typ

deleted

Primary Key
Primary Key

In order to understand the algorithm tor chk_s_requisites
it is necessary to outline the way in which the requisite
file is used. The fields in thiS file are:
subj-po: the subject with the pre- or co- requisite
yr_ofrd: the year in which the subject was offered
re~str: represents an array
of three elements of the
fOrm: nnXXXXXXX, where nn is a two digit numeral,
and XXXXXXX is a
"pattern"
defined as a
sequence of alphanumerics, and '~', of seven
characters in length - which specifies the set of
subjects which match the pattern, Where '*'
matches any single character.
Thus
CSCl12l
matches CSCIl** but does not match ****2**.
re~typ:
is either P or C, and indicates it the requlslte
conditions
specified
by
re~5tr
are
a
pre-requisite (P) or a co-requisite tel.
Thus a pre,-requisite tor CSCl2ll may be specified thus:
CSCI21l
that

i~J

85

06CSCI***

1-'

u

6 credit points of Computing Science.

Note that each of the three elements ot re~str specifies
a sufficient condition to satisfy the pre/co-requisite.
For
example,
the pre-reqUisite for CSCI201 may be
expressed by:
CSC1201

85

OlCSCI12l

P

U

that is; successfully completed CSCll21. Note that to
express the requirement that a particular sulfject, tor
example CSCll2l, is a pre-requiste, then the "5uff'icient
condition" would be OlCSCll2l ,- at least one credit point
of CSCI121 completed successfully, which is equivalent to
saying that CSCll2l has been successfully completed.
As a ,tinalexample, the requisite:
CSCl311

85

12****2**OlCSCI201

UL NUV tS:J
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expresses the tact that CSC1311 has a pre-requisite at 12
credit points of 200 level subjects, or CSCI20l.

2.2.11. if009 - Schedule list
Schema:
sched_id

chOl

yr_ofrd
deleted

ch07
ch02
chOl

subj_no

Primary Key
Primary Key
Primary Key

2.2.12. if010 - Schedule
Schema:
sChed_id
sched_nm
deleted

chOl
ch30
chOl

Primary Key

2.2.13. if011 - Subject Offer
Schema:
subj_no

yr_ofrd
crps

cord

subj_nm
subj_lvl_abbrev
sesn_ofrd

deleted

ch07
ch02
ch02
ch30
ch07
chOl
chOl
chOl

Primary Key

ch07
ch02
chOl
chOl
ch02
chlO
chOl

Primary Key

Primary Key

2.2.14. if 012 - Class
Schema:

subj_no

yr_otrd
cls_typ
cls_qrp_nm
slot
rm_cls
deleted

01 NOV 85

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Key
Key

Key
Key
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2.2.15. if 013 - Quota
Schema:
subj_no
yr_ofrd
stud_no
deleted

ch07
ch02
chOl
chOl

Primary Key
Primary Key
Primary Key

The existence of a tuple in this relation indicates that
the subject <subj_no) has a quota, and that the student
<stud_no> is in the quota.

2.2.16. 1f014 - Academics
Schema:
cord
rm_acdm
deleted

ch30
chlO
chOl

Primary Key

ch07
ch02
chOl
chOl
ch03
chOl

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

2.2.17. if 015 - Class Group
Schema:
subj_no
yr_ofrd
cIs_typ
cIs_grp_nm
cls_max
deleted

Key
Key
Key
Key

2.2.18. ifOl6 - Temp File
This file is included to allow experimental modification
of the files in the database, without intertering with the
normal operation of the system.

01 NOV B5
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2.2.19. ifmon - Monitor file
This feature of the Database Management System (DBMS) has
been expanded to allow use by applications programs. The
purpose of the monitor file is to allow a program to issue
a message which may be read by maintenance personnel when
an unexpected event .occurs. 'l'his allows
maintenance
personnel to trace problems qUickly and et-ficiently. 'I'he
basic concept is that the monitor routine returns the
number
of
the
message written to this file. The
application then quotes this monitor number and the user
$0
that the user, in turn, can quote the number to the
maintenance personnel. The maintenance personnel can then
read the monitor file to determine the nature of the
problem and the appropriate action to be undertaken The
monitor tile is intended to answer the question "What went
wrong "("
2.2.20. iftran - Transaction File
The transaction file is used to log the updates on the
student database. 'The purpose ot the transaction is to
facilitate recovery of single transactions and also all
transactions prior to the last snapshot. 'l'heformat ot the
tile is defined by the SIFTRAN type declaration. 'rhe
maximum number of updates is declared by MAXREQ in the
const~nts header file, Which influences the size
of each
record in the transaction. Hence, if the number ot
requests is changed the system "snapshot" will have to be
taken.
The concept of the transaction log i~ that the updates are
logged and tagged as not having been completed. The
updates are then perf'ormed with the·v.tlag unset. When the
updates are performed the system- will then flag the
transaction as having been completed which confirms the
update. In th~ event that a massive system failure occurs,
such as a disk head crash, all the updates may be
reapplied to the database following a "restore snapshot",
in order to restore the database to the status just prior
the system crash. In the event of a minor system failure,
such as a single program failure while attempting an
update, the Database Administrator may perform the single
update on invocation of the function. This introduces the
concept of a run unit into the DBMS, which is one OI the
major features of the DBMS.

01 NOV 85
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rsTEH UTILITIES
3.1. Screen hand1e_

3.1.1. Introduction
The screen handler is a series of eleven utilities used to
read data from, and write data to a terminal. The handler
prevents users from typing data anywhere on the screen,
except on input fields.

Design
struct sgttyb newl,oldl;
int CH_set_term();
ioctl(O,TIOCGETP,&oldl);
newl = oldl;
save old terminal set-up
newl.sg_flags 1= RAW;
set terminal in raw mode
newl.sg_flags &= I ECHO; don't echo characters read
from keyboard
return(ioctl(O,TIOCSETP,&newl»;
Implementation :
The ahove code is all that is needed to set up the
terminal. The old configuration is saved and used by
CH_reset_term().
Raw
mode is required so that the
characters read in can be processed immediately. No echo
is used 50 that substitution from lower case to uppercase
can be performed. Uppercase is used throughout the system
because all data stored on the database is in uppercase.

Design :
int CH_set_term();
return(ioctl(O,TIOCSEfP,&oldl»; set terminal back
to normal mode
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Implementation

~

CH_set_term and CH_reset_term are used once only in each
subsystem. If' a second call to CH_set_term is made without
a preceding call to CH_reset_term(), the original terminal
setup will be lostll
3.1.4. qetch
Design :
See Detailed Design Document
Implementation :
Characters read in are converted to ASCII printable
characters and are converted to uppercase it necessary.
3.1.5. H001_fi1ter
Desiqn :
See Detailed Design Document
Implementation :
All
characters read are passed through this tilter
routine. If the character read is a help character I f ) the
help flag is set. All control characters are ignored and a
NULL character is ~eturned.
3.1.6. CH....;curpoB
Desiqn :
See Detailed Design Document
Implementation :
TaKes as its parameters line and column position. 'l'o
position the cursor the string "bIe" is written to the
terminal where
b - blank

1 - line#
c - column.
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Design :
See Detailed Design Document
Implementation :
This function is used to read in a string from the screen
in response to a prompt. The pCH_infld structure (see
Appendix) and the name of the validation routine used to
validate the string read in are passed as parameters.

Design :
See Detailed Design Document
Implementation :
This function prompts the user for an option and verifies
that the string read in is a valid number between 1 and
the
number_of_options <passed as the parameter). An
appropriate error message to this effect is written to the
message area if this is not the case.

3.1.9.

CH~utstr

Design :
See Detailed Design Document
Implementation :
Puts a string at the designated line and column. It is up
to the calling program to ensure that the line and column
are valid, and that the string will tit on the line.
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3.1.10. H003_qetstr
Design :
See Detailed Design Document
Implementation :
'rhis routine reads in a string of length n. It ignores
extraneous characters (any characters typed in after the n
characters), TABS,NULLS,RIGHT,UP,DOWN arrows and leading
blanks. It also deletes the last character
it
an
ESC , CLEAR, BACKSPACE,RUBOUT ,LEF"l' or DELE'rE character was
read. The function "beeps" to indicate
an
invalid
character.

Design :
Write a message to the message area on the screen
'rhe message string is the only input parameter.
Impl.ement:.at:.l.on :
The

message is written to the message area on the screen.
a two line message a newline character is
inserted in the message. Each line of the message must be
<.= 75 characters.

'£0 write

DeSign :
putchar('/030'); write 20 NULLs to screen;
Implementation
When the screen is cleared a delay must be introduced
prevent loss of the initial characters written·.
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3.2. Database Interface Sub-systems

3.2.1. Introduction
To support the Student Enro~ment ~ystem (SES) a relational
database management ·system (DBMS) was developed. 'I'his
section is intended to introduce the maintenance personnel
to the DBMS and to supply enough information so as to
facilitate a satisfactory understanding of the DBMS. 1~e
Detailed Design document should be referenced should the
maintenance personnel require precise details of the
design implemented or the algorithms used. Should the
maintenance personnel require highly technical detail of
the system the source code is well documented and is the
best reference.

3.2.2. Interfaces
The .DBMS has a number of interfaces. The two maJor
interfaces being the user interface and the applications
interface. A database load procedure, which loads the
Mathematics Department's records of enrolment into the
Student Enrolment System has also been supplied in order
to create the student file and the student history file.

3.2.3. Database Load Procedure
Design :
See detailed design document.
Implementation :
This procedure is to be used by the Database Administrator
(DBA). '1~e required inputs to the procedure are the
Mathematics Department's records ot student enrolment.
This must reside in \ I cS/projects/32l1 I/test Idbase/MATI"WE.
The format is that of the Mathematics Department database
dumped into a flat file. A "e" program is used to convert
this data from the supplied format into that which is
acceptable to the DBA function as input to load a tile.
The data Which is· loaded is the student tile and the
student history tile. 'rhe program .itself is of a very
simple nature. 'rhe main f low of the program 1s to decod.e
the input records to create a student records then to
decode the trailer inputs to create the student history
records.
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3.2.4. Database User Interface
Design :
See detailed design document.
Implementation :
'!'his procedure is to be used only by the Database
Administrator <DBA). The function, as implemented, has
eight primary options. It uses Unix system commands for
file copying and file moving. '!'his tunction is the most
powerful function within the system as concerns database
manipUlation. TIle functions provided by the DBA are
contained in a single "e" file. The concept ot this
program is to prOVide all the required DBA functions in a
single program. '!'he UNIX system calls have been used
heaVily to facilitate simpler programming.
Editing schema. The edit schema procedure is just a simple
system call.
Loading files. This is a two pass process and Will destroy
the current version of the file. Loading a file also
resets the file version number to I to indicate a new
version of the file.
The input to the process is a normal edit file with fields
separated by two or more blank characters and records
separated by one or more newlines. 'l"he tirst part ot the
process removes the extra white space and and alters any
occurrence of two or more blanks into a tab character. The
results are then output to a temporary file. The second
part of the process uses this temporary file. Fields
within records are now separated by one tab character and
records by one or more newline characters. The second
stage of the process is to convert this modified input
into the configuration reqUired (and defined> by the DBMS
schema. The ouput of the second stage is a relation file
as may be used by the DBMS applications and IRA.
Snapshots. This facility is used to copy the entire
database to a secure location to protect against system
failure. This is done simply by a series of' system copy
commands. It is suggested that this copy reside on a
different disk to that of the database to protect against
a full disk failure. 'I'his has not been done in this system
since there was no other disk available for use.
Restore Snapshot. This will replace the current version of
the database with the previous snapshot. 'l'he procedure is
again simply a series of system copy calls. Recovery. To
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be attempted after and only after a Restore Snapshot. 'fhe
effect of the recovery process is to reapply all the
updates recorded on the transaction log to the database.
This function is also straight forward. 'r'l':le concept of the
procedure is to read each record of the transaction loq
and to apply the updates via the applications interface if
so required.
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3.2.5. Applications Interface
Design :
See detailed design document.
Implementation :
'This i,s by far the most complicated section ot the DBMS.
The maintenance personnel may refer to the design document
for details of why this particular implementation was
chosen.
Reads.
l'he aim of this interface is to allow programmers to make
as easy as possible queries for data from the database,
hence the parameters to the read module <CD_read) have
been simplified. The parameters to this module are det'ined
previously.
'!'he
simplification
of'
database
reads
necessitated a number of external variables to be added to
the system and that the schema be in some way logically
ordered. This simplification also necessitated a decoding
~odul~
to
interpret
applications
queries.
Should
maintenance
personnel wish to add to the range of
relational operations available both CD_read.c and DOOl.c
(D005_decode> would need to be changed. The reading module
then directly interfaces the relational test bed to
perform database operations. The maintenance personnel
should also note that all data is buffered in core memory
to enhance performance. However, should a file be Updated
the buffer will be deallocated and the tile re,··read.
To facilitate the easy retrieval of data trom a Relational
View Pointer <RVP) a stripping module <CD_strip) is used.
'I'his module contains some interesting combinations ot
pointers and integer arithmetic and should be updated With
caution since the entire system depends on the correctness
of the data stripping module.
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Decoding a command
'£:he DaMS supplies the applications progra~er with a
command language 'With which to query the database. 'rhe
purpose of the command is to provide an easily understood
command language from applications programs thus shielding
the programmers from·the problem of how to actually read
the database. This is indeed the most complicated coding
in the database management system. For
the
select
operation it requires that an in-fix operator command be
translated into a post-fix series 01' expression blocks as
defined in the Relational Test Bed. 'fhe general flow ot
the module is to determine the type of the command
required and" then to pert"orm the decoding into the tormat
defined by the Relational Test Bed 'Xechnical Notes. For
further explanation of the expression blocks used the
Relational Test Bed Technical Notes are recommended.
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Updates.
The Student Enrolment System <SES> required that the
Database Management System <DBMS) perform online atomic
multi-user updates on the database relations. This i~
supplied in ICD_update.c".
This is the onlY time critical function within the system
and the only
section
which
requires
interprocess
communications. The procedure is also critical in that it
must perform correctly otherwise there is the situation in
which the data on the tiles may be corrupted which would
necessitate intervention from the maintenance personnel.
However, the module has been designed in such a manner
that should it fail for some reason, the notable one being
on
a malloc(l) error, then it will tail prior to
attempting to actually update any files. This deslgn
feature was included in order to increase the reliabill.ty
of the data.
The first action of the module is to lock the transaction
log resource name to introduce a binary semaphore. Then
the function will ascertain whether all the updates which
have been requested by the application are possible and
will determine the ordinal position <record number> ot
each tuple to be updated. This routine must perform
selects on all update requests on the full version of the
database relations ( including deleted relations). 'The
maximum number of update requests is defined by MAXREQ and
may be changed according to requirements. 'rhe transaction
will only be logged it the application requests it. The
update routine will increment the version identity at any
fileij; updates so that the update will be communicated to
other processes using the DBMS.
A special module to select tuple positions from database
relat10ns was required, it assumes that the application
has used a command which will define a tuple uniquely. If
the user has failed to uniquely identify a tuple only the
first will be updated.
Online multi-user communication is achieved through the
UniX kernel via rlock( 1). '!'his is an tunction which was
developed locally so that in the event that the system is
transferred to another site the procedures riock and
runlock would have to be transporte4 also. Since no other
method of locking files is available within UNIX this
local product had to be used.
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3.2.6. Expansion
'l'he modular design of the database management system
allows for ease of' expansion of the n~er of relations
within
the database. The next logical step in the
development of this DBMS is to generalise the system so
that it could accept the schema as the only required.
input. This generalisation would include removing the
names structure in the external header file and removing
all references to this structure. 'J.1le second part of' this
change is that the loading procedure would have to view
the relation type when deciding to load the relation or
not. Hence a temporary relation would force the loading
procedure to exit.
The next logical step is to add a level of indexing to the
database. At present the DBMS allocates space in core
memory for files to perform operations on the data. The
system could easily use lOOk butfers for such files. 'l'he
file sizes implemented could also be made larger by
introducing a module to selectively deallocate buffers.
Using this approach a very reasonable size ot database
could be implemented. The current system would support the
enrolment of some 500 students With this simple butter
flushing technique. However, if a database of large
proportions were to be implemented, for example five or
six megabytes, a level ot indexing would be reqUired.
Adding- an index would be at the expense ot' losing IHA as a
usable add-hoc query language.
A sing-Ie level of indexing could be achieved without a
great deal of trouble. It would require that new loading
procedures be written as well as new some form of data
concatenation for the results of reads performed on the
disk. The database update procedure would require some
re-working to determine the ordinal numbers index records
and also the data address. (Perhaps this would make aqood.
individual project for a student in the future.) The major
point made here is that a level of indexing is indeed
possible to add and that it would allow the use of
relational database technology to files considered large
in terms of UNIX.
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SI[JB-SYSTEMS

4.1. Introduction
'This section describes each sub_system in more detail. Ea,ch
sub_section consists of 2 or 3 parts :

1) An introduction
if the module needs explaining .
.~ optional

~

2) A d$tai1 description
A general algorithm is given if the module has
changed since the detailed design, or is simple
in nature, otherwise a reference is made to the
made to the Detailed Design Document.

3) Implementation
- any unusual or intere.sting coding methods
or mechanisms used.
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4.2. Student Query Sub-system

4.2.r~

Introduction

The Student Query Sub-system (SQP) is
the
student
interface to SES. The student selects subjects and labtute
times. The student is then informed of any breaches 1n the
degeree requlations.
SQP creates and bUilds a classes_request containing the
student's programme. This is written to a file identified
by the student's identity.
4.2.2. Main
Design
Initialize database catalog pointers
Set terminal in raw mode .
Initialize classes~request
Give tutorial on system and terminal use
Get stuaent identity
Select subjects
Determine labtute classes for the selected subjects
Check the programme against the degree regulations
Write the students selected programme to a temporary tile
Implementation
Self-evident.

Design :
Give student option
'I'erminaltutorial
2) SQP tutorial
3) Continue with enrolment process

1)

Implementation
Self-evident.
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Desiqn :
See Detailed Design Document
Implementation :
'rhe student is led through a simple guide on how to use
the terminal. '!'he student is shown how to enter data,
delete errors, ask for help and exit from screens. This is
a simple set of calls to "CH-putstr" and "CH.-.infld". 'I'hiS
tutorial can easily be modified or expanded by adding new
pages etc.

Design : See Detailed Design Document
Implementation :
'The SQP process is described to the stUdent. This is a
simple set of calls to CH..,putstr and CH_int'ld. l'his
tutorial can easily be modified or expanded by adding new
pages etc.

Design :
read in student_id
if student is not on the database
advise student to see AA

Implementation :
S2l0_stud_id_chk is called to validate the input data.
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Design :
If the student iddentity is valid the student now
the s~jects (s)he wishes to enrol in.

selects

While student not satisfied with the chosen list
do
give student available sub;ects
get choice
if all choices have been made
then
give student the list of chosen SUbjects
give student ability to remove any subject(s)
od

Design:
Give student level choice
get level
give student subjects available at that level
while student still selecting subjects
do
get subject
give student description of subject
ask it" they wish to select this subject
if student wants to select it
check to see if the satisfy requisites and
if they are on the quota list
give student option ot wi thdrawing reques.t
check for clashing subjects
if so give student option of withdrawing
if student still wants to do subject
CE04_append_cr ( )
od
it student eXits without selecting any subjects
exit from SQP
Implementation
Selt-evident.
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Design :
for each subject in classes_request
do
CE08_qet_labtute_data();
GElO_lect_Cla.sh_ctlk();
S410_sel_subj();
od
Implementation
Self-t!vident.
4.2.10. S410_sel_class
Desiqn :
CE09_labtute_clashes_chk(,;
S413_qet_best_classes();
S415_choose_class(';
CE03_add_class_data();
od
Implementation :

Design :
See Detail Desiqn Document.
Implementation :
A constant LEVELL is defined which indicates at what level
the cut-ot'! point will be for laboratoryltutorials. 'l'he
initial value is 50. This means that in the event that
some classes are more than 50% t'ull and some a.ren' t, all
those that are will qet flagqed a.s unavailable. This is a
rather crude approach .but is eft·ective. 'rhis is one area
which can be expanded to include more levels of tilterinq.
'!'he same basic technique would still apply.
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Design :
find
read
find
read

labs and give student choice
in and verify lab choice
tutes and give student choice
in and verify tute choice

Implementation :
'l'imeslots (1-65) are translated into
tormat for displaying on the screen.

DDDDDDDUD

HH:MM

Design :
create a file with the student_idas an identifier
write the classes_request to the file
if successful close the file
else
p~int monitor message
Implementation :
The file is a temporary "parameter" which is deleted by
the Academic Advisor when the student has been enrolled.
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3. Academic Advisor Sub-system

4.3.1. Introduction
'!'he Academic Advisor Process (UP) is used to process the
student's requested programme.
If the student hasn't
created a classes'-request, one can be created by AAP. 'l'he
student's programme can be checked against the degree
regulations. The student's history can also be displayed.
4.3.2. Main
Design
set up database catalog pointers
CH set_term()
while there are more students
do
initialize classes request
if a classes-request exists
copy it into the classes'-request
CE02_advise ( )
(;E07 _enrol( )
od
CH_clear_screen()
CH_reset_term( )
Implementation
Self-evident
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Design :
while the AA has more chanqes to make
do
display main menu
sWitch< option sel·ec.ted)
A: CE14_opt~subj()
B: CEl2_hist()
display ·student· s history t rom database
C: CE15-pgme_chk()
check students pgme against deg. regs
E: exit
S: CE06_det_classes()
defa.ult:
if option is valid number
CEl8~xamine( )
else
error message
od

Implementation :
'rhis !1sthe main driver module for AAP. From the maln menu
the AFademic Advisor can add and delete sUbjects, ch.eck
deqree regulations, browse the student's history and
select/chanqe labtutes.
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Design :
for each subject in the classes-request
CE08_qet_labtute_data()
CE16_sel_class()
Implementation
This procedure is used to select classes for each subject
chosen. This is almost identical to S400, except that it
doesn't call S410_sel class. It calls a similar function
CEl6 sel class which accepts the same data structure
<pS410) .-

4.3.5. CE07_enrol
Design :
draw option screen
sWitch(option selected)
1: CEOI_add_db()
enrol student
2: break
3: CE0'72_delete_c1asses-request()
Implementation :
This ~rocedure is used to allow the Academic Advisor the
option of enrolling a student into subjects using the
classes-request, to return to the calling
procedure
without enrolling the stUdent, or to just remove the
classes-request bUilt.
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Design :
initialize class-data structure
search database for all labtute data
for subject give~
for each lab/tute found
bU;i.ld an entry
Implementat10n :
This procedure accepts the name ot' a subject and builds
class~data structure to be used by the calling routine.
This routine involves numerous calls to the database.

Design :
displ.ay subject data from c~asses-'request
delete sUbject if user wishes
Implelllentatlon :
'fhis procedure is used to examine the subject data t"o:~ a
single subject as selected in CE02_fldv1se. The procedure
will alow the user to delete the SUbject that has b~~en
selected if he so desires. The input to the procedure is
the current classas.... request and the 1nteqer pointer into
the classes-re~uest which ind.icates the class to be de;Llt
with.
When a subject is deleted from the Classes-request all t.h.e
subjects after it are shuffled up one.
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4.4. Variation of Enrolment Sub-system

4.4.1. Introduction
The Variation of EnrolIUent Process (VEP) is designed to be
used atter enrolment day by the Academic Advisor to change
a student's programme. VEP is a superset ot AAP and
therefore ·it is possible to use it to enrol a student at
any time.
4.4.2. Main
Design
CH_set_term( )
get student id
V002_get_req( )
V003 ....,advise ( )
if (AA wants changes implemented)
then
CE01 add db()
CE072_delete_classes_request{)
CH_clear_screen()
CH_reset_term( )
Implementation
This is the mainline for the Variation of Enrolment
Process (VEP). After changing the student's programme the
academic advisor is asked whether the changes made are to
be implemented on the database.
It not the programme
exits. Otherwise, the student's new programme 15 updated
on the database. The academic advisor is advised when this
change has been completed.
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Design :
initialize the classes-request
get student's course code tram student file
get student's enrolment for the current year
ImplelQentation :
This procedure builds the classes_request data structure
for the student based on the student's current programme.
If the student has no programme, only the student identity
will be added.
This procedure is rather complicated and involves numerous
calls to the database. The subjects on the classes_request
are flagged to indicate that they are history su.bjects
(Le. the student is currently enrolled in them). 1'his 1S
so
that
they
can
be
handled
differently
by
V004_final_choice. A newly added subject can be w1thdrawn
simply by deleting it from ther classes_request. A history
subject, however, must be flagged 50 that CE01_add_db can
remove all the data relevant to that student's enrolment
in that subject from the database.
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Design :
while academic advisor not finished
do
display current program and option list
sW1tchtoption se~ected)
A
CEI7_sel_subj
B CE12_hist
C
CE15-pgme_chk
D V004_final_choice
E
exit
S
V005_det...;classes
default :
if valid option selected
then
CE18_xamine
else
display error message
Implementation
This procedure is used by the academic advisor to edit and
check
the
classes_request.
The
advisor
may
add/delete/browse subjects, check the selected programme
against the degree regualtions or browse a student's
history. The current program is displayed on the screen.
This procedure is the main menu driver tor VEP. The
Academic Advisor may keep changing the student's programme
until satisfied. l'he select option prompt was wr1tten
using CH_intld rather than CH_sel_opt due to the character
options available. 'rhis also meant that the validation
routine is more sophisticated than the checking done by
CH_sel_opt. It also checks to ensure that the academic
advisor doesn't select an integer option when all the
subjects have been deleted or flagged for withdrawal.
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Design :
while (there are more subjects
& the academic advisor hasn't finished)
do
display sUbjects
CH_sel_opt()
if option != 'E'
then
if sUbject selected is a history subject
then
change_type = 'W'
else
CEl84_delete_subject()
else
exit
Implementation :
1~is

procedure gives the Academic Advisor the choice ot
withdrawing the student from any of the sUbjects chosen.
This is similar to CE20_final_chol.ce used by :3QP andAAP.
This procedure is complex due to the checking required for
history sUbjects. Withdrawn history subjects must be taken
into account when determining which sUbjects are displayed
and when determining which subject was selected by the
academic advisor. The procedure also allows for the case
where more than seven subjects may be selected in a
program by drawing the SUbject data in two columns.
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Design :
for each subject in the classes t:"equest
do
CE08_get_labtute data{J
if the sUbject hls labtutes
then
V006_sel_class()
Implementation
'I'his procedut:"e is used to select
classes for each sUbject chosen.

laboratory / tutorial

This procedure is very similar to S400_det_classes. The
only difference being in the mechanism used to determine
which subjects are chosen and the screens displayed.

DeSign :
CE09A_labtute_clashes chk()
if the subject has any labtutes
then
V007_choose_class()
if a labtute selected
then
CE03~add_class_data()

Implementation
~~is

pt:"ocedut:"e is used to check which laboratory/tutorial
clash 'with lectures ot su.bjects alt:"eady chosen.
It the
subject has any laboratory/tutorials it is presented to
the academic advisor tor laboratory/tutorial selection.

~~is

procedure uses the same data structures used by
S410_sel_clas5 and S4l5_choose_class. This is because the
processing involved is the same. The only differences are
the screens presented. This function is passed the current
SUbject pointer which is needed by VOOl_choose_class.
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Design :
tind tutes and display them
indicate which tutes clash with lectures
give AA choice
if the AA changes a tute group for a history subject
then
set change_type to 'A' for that subject
find labs and display them
indicate which labs clash with lectures
give AA choice
if the AA changes a lab group for a history subject
then
set change_type to 'A' for that subject
if the AA has selected a lab
then
flag all other labs as unavailable
if the AA has selected a tute
then
flag all other tutes as unavailable
Implementation :
This procedure is used to show the academic advisor which
laboratory/tutorials are available and allows the academic
advisor to select an option. It also informs the academic
advisor
of
the current laboratory/tutorial tor the
subjects that the student is already enrolled in.
This procedure is the most complicated procedure in VEP.
It uses the same data structures as S410_sel_class and
S415_choose_class. It uses almost identical code
to
display the options and select them. It ditfers, however,
in format. After a laboratory/tutorial has been selected,
the other laboratory/tutorials are made unavailable. This
is the mechanism used to indicate to CEOl_add_db which
laboratory/tutorial was selected. VaOI_choose_class allows
for two column displays.
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5. Report Generation Sub-system

4.5.1. Introduction
'rhe Report Generation :Jub'-system is employed by ttle
Academic Advisor when one ot the reports provided by the
system are required. The three standard reports aval~able
are:
Student Timetable
Students ina sUbJect
Students in a class
The Academic Advisor enters the sUb--system by
command RGP

typin,:]

the

There are a number ot general comments to be made about
this sub··system. These include:

I> If a report is selected and no tields are entered

then
the report will not be submitted,
2) Atter a report has been submitted the report ma1n menu
(PR) will be displayed for possible selection 01
another report,
3) All reports have an "Online/Hardcopy" option which
allows the report to be sent to the screen ("(J") or to
the printer ("B").

4.5.2. Process report menu
(ROOO-proc_report_menu)
Design :
tor ever
do
display report menu
if selection on menu is
1: process student t1metable
L: process subject list
3: process class list
E: return
Implementation
Self-evident
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4.5.3. Process student timetable
(RIOOJ)roc_stud_ttbl)
Design :
display student timetable panel
it nothing enteredl"eturn
if selections valid
then
produce report
Implementation :
Fields on the student timetable panel are: student id
(must be entered), session, onlinefhardcopy option
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4.5.4. Produce report tR122)
(R122-produce_report)
Design :
get current enrolment tor student
tor each sUbject which is in the speclt1.ed -session
do
get lecture times for subJect
add them to the student's timetable
it the student is in a tute tor this sUbject
then
get tut group name
get tut group times
add these times to the student's timetable
U
student 1S 1.n a lab !Ol~ th1S SUbJect
then
get lab group name
get lab group times
add these times to the student's timetable
open report tile
print header
for each slot
do
print the SUbject name and class type in this slot (it any)
it there is a clash
then
pr1.nt the clashing SUbject name and class type in thlS
slot
else
print the room ot the class
close report li1e
it to go to printer
then
cat report tile to printer
else
cat report tile to screen
Implementation
Sel!'-evldent
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4.5.5. Process subject list report
(R200-proc_subj_list)
Desl.gn :
display subject .list panel
it nothing entered return
it selection valid
then
produce report
Implementatl.on :
Fields on the sUbject list panel are: subject name (must
be entered), by student number and by student name !leldS,
online/hardcopy option

4.5.6. Produce report (R222)
(R22~-produce_repor~)

Design :
it by student no field is 'y'
then
build header tile
bUild report tile sorted by student numbet"
prl.nt report
1t by student name rield is 'y'
then
bUl.ld header tile
bU1ld report tile sorted by student name
print reportImplementation
Self '--evident

4.5.7. Build header file (R222)
(build_header_file)
Design :
get intormation on specified subject
print subject no
print sUbject name
Implementation
Self -'evident

4.5.8. Build report file (R222)
(bu1ld_report_f1le)
Design :
get students enrolled in specified sUbject
for each student
do
get thestudents·name
pr~nt name and number in spec~tied order
lmplementat~on

:Jelt" ···evident.

4.5.9. Print report (R222)
<print_report)
Des~gn

:

it to go to printer
then
cat tiles to printer

else
cat tiles to screen
implementation
Selt -evident

4.5.10. Process class list report
(R300-proc_tute_11st)
Design :
display class list panel
it nothing entered return
it" selections valid
then
produce report
Implementation :
Fields on ~utorial list panel are: SUbJect number (must be
entered), class type and class group name
lmust be
entered), by student number and by student name tields,
online/hardcopy option.
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4.5.11. Produce report (R322>
(R322-produce_report)
Design :
it by student no field is 'Y'
then
•
build header tile
bUild report tile sorted by student number
print report
if by student name field is 'yo
then
build header tile
bUild report tile sorted by student name
pr~nt report
Implementation :
Self-evident

4.5.12. Build header file <R322)
(build_header_file>
Design :
get information for specitied sUbJect
print sUbject no
print subJect name
print'group type/group name
Implementatl0n
Self-eVident

4.5.13. Build report file <R322>
(build_report_file)
Design :
get student enrolled in specitied class group, class type and
subject
tor each student
do
get the students name
print name and id in specified order
Implementation
~elt"'evident
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4.5.14. Print report (R322)
(print_report)
Design :
it to go to printer
then
- cat tiles to printer

else

cat tiles to screen

Implementation

Selt --evident
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4.5.11. Produce report (R322>
(R322-produce_report)
Design :
it by student no field is 'Y'
then
•
build header tile
bUild report tile sorted by student number
print report
11 by student name field is 'Y'
then
bUild header file
build report tile sorted by student name
pr~nt report
lmplementation
Selt -·-evident

4.5.12. Build header file (R322>
(build_header_file>
Design :
get information for specitied sUbJect
print sUbJect no
print subject name
print'group type/group name
Implementation
Selt -evident

4.5.13. Build report file (R322)
(build_report_file)
Design :
get student enrolled in specitied class group, class type and
subject
tor each student
do
get the students name
print name and id in specified order
Implementation
~elt·.

evident

~J
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4.5.14. Print report (R322)
(print_report)
Design :
it to go to printer
then
~at tiles to printer
else
cat files to screen
Implementation

Selt ····evident
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4.5.11. Produce report (R322>
(R322-produce_report>
Design :
it by student no field is 'Y'
•
then
build header tile
build report tile sorted by student number
print report
1f by student name field is 'Y'
then
bU1ld header tile
build report tile sorted by student name
prlnt report
Implementation
Self "'evident

4.5.12. Build header file (R322>
(build_header_file>
Design :
get information tor specified sUbJect
print subJect no
print subJect name
print'group type/group name
Implementation
Self-eVident

4.5.13. Build report file (R322)
(build_report_file>
Design :
get student enL~olled in specitied class group, class type am
subject
for each student
do
get the students name
print name and id in specified order
Implementation
Selt-'evident

~j
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4.5.14. Print report (R322)
(print_report)
Design :
it to go to printer
then
cat tiles to printer
else
cat files to screen
Implementation

Selt "-evident

4.6. Check Deqree Requ1at1ons

4.6.1. Introduction
'I'he relevant degree }egulations are :
-1.2(aJ pre-requJ.5J.tes I co--requ1sites
I.llb) quota restr1etions
I.~ double failure of subJects
/.5 minimum credit points tor programme
I. '.:! maximum eredJ. t pOJ.nts f orseSSl.on I year
10.2 Withdrawal dates ot sUbJects
10.6 addition dates of subjects
11.5 maximum amount of P'l' , PC erectl. t points accrued
12.2 m1nJ.mum rate of progress
The Check Degree Regulations SUb-system is employed by the
Student Query, Academic AdVisor and Varlationot Enrolment
SUb-systems to check that the programme requested 15 val1d
according to all relevant degree regulations. Input to the
system consists ot a pointer to a Classes_request, and
output includes a return code and message glving details
ot whether or not the regulations'are satisfied.

Design :
check
check
check
check

enrolment regUlations (G070)
variation of enrolment regulatlons <GIOU)
assessment regulatJ.ons <GIla)
minimum rate at progress regulatl.ons (Gl~O)

Implementation
:Jelf-evident

·
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Check degree regulation subset
(CGOlsubset_chk_deq_reqs)
Design :
check pre-requisites tor last subJect in classes request
check quota restrictions for last sUbJect in classes request
check dOUble failure of this sUbJect in classes request
Implementation :
This subset of the degree regulations are checked only tor
the last sUbject in the classes_request, so that when
bUilding the classes_request in the Student Query Process,
each sUbject may be checked as it is selected by the
stUdent, without the failure of othe~ subJects to satiety
regulations interfering with the checklng at the SUbJect

4.6.3. Check enrolment regulations
(G070_enrol_reqs)
Design :
check
check
check
check

requisites and quota restrictlons
double failure at subject
minimum rate ot credit points in a programme
maXlmum amount at credit pOints in a year / seSSlon

Implementation
-

Self-evident

Check pre/co-requisites and quota restrictions
(G072s_req)
Design :
check pre/co-requisites
check quota restrictions
Implementation
Selt~evldent
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Check pre/co-requisites
(chk-pre_and_co_requisites)
Design :
for (each subject in the classes request which
is not being withdrawn tram)
do
check pre-requisites tor this sUbject
check co-requisites for this subject
Implementation :
In general, any subJect in the classes_request w~th a
change type ot
'W' is ignored by chk_deg_regs as It the
sUbject had already been withdrawn trom.

Check pre-requisites for this subject
(chk_s-pre_requisites)
Design :
check to see if student has done pre'requun tes
if not
then
check to see if this is an exceptional case
if not
then
tailed pre'-requisite check

!

or th15 subject

Implementation
Whereas, technically,.a student enrolling tor the Ilr'st
time' in
eSCIlll
and
CSCll21
does not have the
prerequisite tor CSCll2l (namely C:.:5(1111) this is a case
in which there is an exception to the requirement to have
done the pre-requisite, as 1t would be contusing to tell
the student that this' regulation was not passed. At the
moment this is the only except10nal case.
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Check co-requisites for this subject
(chk_s_co_requisites)
Design :
check to see if the student has done the co-requisites tor
this sUbject
i t not
then
check to see if the co-requisites for this sUbject
are in the students current programme
if not
then
. failed co-requisite check
Implementation
Selt" -evident

Check to see if student has done the requisites for this subject
(chk_s_requisites)
Design :
get student history
get requisites tor this subject
for each sufficient condition
do
get the amount of credit points that th~s student has
accrued with subjects matching the pattern spec1tied
by the condition
if result is greater than minimum spec~fied by condit~on
then
student has done requisite
else
student has not done requisites
Implementation :
See section two 'Data structures and files'
tor
a
description of the use of the requisite file <IFOOeJ and
an explanation of the concept of "sufficient condition"
used in this algorithm
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Check pre/co-requisites
(chk-pre~and_co_requisites)

Design :
for (each subject in the classes request which
is not being withdriwn trom)
do
check pre'~requl.sites tor this sUbject
check co-requis1tes tor this sUbject
Implementation :
In general, any subJect in the classes_request wl.th a
change type ot
'W' is ignored by chk_deg_regs as 11 the
sUbject had already been withdrawn trom.

Check pre-requisites for this subject
(chk_s-pre_requisites)
Design :
check to see it student has done pre-requisites tor th15 subject
it' not
then
check to see it this is an exceptional case
it not
then
tailed pre'-requisite check
l.mplementation
Whereas, technically, a student enrolling tor the tirst
time
in
eSCllll
'and
CSCll2l
does not have the
pre requisite tor CSCll2l <namely C~Crl11J this is a case
in which there is an exception to the requirement to have
done the pre-requisite, as it would be contusing to tell
the student that this' regulatl.on was not passed. At the
moment this is the only
exceptl.onal case.
,
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Check co-requisites for this subject
(chk_s_co_requisites)
Design :
check to see if the student has done the co-requisites tor
this SUbject
if not
then
check to see if the co-requisites for this subject
are in the students current programme
if not
then
.' t'ailed co-requisite check
Implementation
Selt-evident

Check to see if student has done the requisites for this subject
(chk~s_requisites)

Design :
get student history
get requisites tor this subject
for each sufficient condition
do
get the amount of credit points that thlS student has
accrued with subjects matching the pattern specltied
by the condition
if result is greater than minimum speclfied by condit10n
then
student has done requisite
else
student has not done requisites
Implementation :
See section two 'Data structures and files'
tor
a
description of the use of the requisite tile (IF'OOl:j> and
an explanation of the concept of "sufticient condition"
used in this algorithm
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Check pre/co-requisites
(chk-pre~and_co_requisites)

Design :
for (each subject in the classes request which
is n.ot being withdrawn trom)
do
check pre-requlsites tor this sUbject
check co-requis1tes tor this sUbject
Implementation ;
In general, any sUbJect in the classes_request with a
change type at
'W' is ignored by chk_deg_regs as 1t the
sUbject had already been withdrawn tram.

Check pre-requisites for this subject
(chk_s-pre_requisites)
Design :
check to see it student has done pre'requisltes tor this subject
it" not
then
check to see if this is an exceptional case
if not
then
tailed pre·-requisite check
Implementation
Whereas, technically, ,a stUdent enrolling tor the tlrst
time' in
eSCIlll
and
CSCl121
does not have the
pre-requisite tor CSCll21 (namely C~Cll11) this is a case
in which there is an exception to the requirement to have
done the pre-requisite, as lt would be contusing to tell
the student that this regulation was not passed. At the
moment this is the only exceptlonal case.
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Check co-requisites for this subject
<chk_s_co_requisites)
Design •
check to see if the student has done the co-requisites tor
this subject
if not
then
check to see if the co-requisites for this subject
are in the students current programme
if not
then
failed co-requisite check
Implementation
Self-evident

Check to see if student has done the requisites for this subject
<chk_s_requisites)
Design :
get student history
get requisites tor this subject
tor each sufficient conaition
do
get the amount of credit points that th~s student has
accrued with subjects matching the pattern spec1tied
by the condition
if result 1S greater than minimum spec1tied by condit1on
then
student has done requisite
else
student has not done requisites
Implementation :
See section two 'Data structures and files'
tbr
a
description of the use ot the requisite file <11"008) and
an explanation at the concept of "sufficient condition"
used in this algorithm
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Get amount of credit points accrued with pattern
(gaccrued_crps_with-pattern)

Design :
for each subject in students history which matches the patten
do
it" it was satisfactorily completed
then
get the credit points accrued tor that attempt
add credit points onto tinal result
Implementation
Self-evident

Check to see if this is an exceptional case
(chk_exceptional-prereq)
Design
if the input subject is not a second session sUbJect
then
not exceptional
for each pre-requisite condition for this subject which
names a specific subject
do
if this pre-requisite subject is a first session subject
then
if this pre·-requisite subject is in the student· s
programme
then
it is an exception
otherwise it is not an exception
Implementation :
See section 2.1 for a
Requisite file <IFOOS).

description

on

the use of the

An example of an exception occurs when a student 15 doing
a second session subject CSCl121 which has a first session
subject eSClll as a pre-requisite, and which the stUdent
is already doing.
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Check to see if the co-requisite for this subject is
in the students current programme.
(c~k_is_in_cr_coreq)

Design :
get the co~requisite for this sUbject
tor each sufficient condition in co-requisite
do
get the amount at credit points that this student is
attempting in his current programme with sUbJects matching
the pattern specified by the condition
it result is greater than minimum specified by cond1t10n
then
student is doing co-requisite
else
student is not doing co-requisite
Implementation
Selt-evident

Get the amount of credit
attempting with pattern.
(gcrps_doing_with-pattern)

points

that

the

student

is

Design :
tor <each subject in students programme Which is not being
withdrawn from and which matches the specified pattern)
do
get the amount ot credit pOints tor this sUbject
add credit points to tinal result
Implementation
Selt-evident
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Check quota restrictions
(chk_quota_restrictions)
Design :
tor each subject in classes request which is not being
withdrawn from

do
check quota restrictions for this SUbject
Implementation :
See schema for quota tile <IFOlJ), in section two 'Uata
Structures and Files'

Check quota restrictions for this subject
<chk_s_quota_restrictions)
Design :
if this SUbject has a quota .
then
if this student is not on the quota acceptance list
tor this subject
then
student fai1s quota
else
student passes quota
Implementation
See schema for quota tile (IF'013), in
Structures and Files'

section

two

Check for double failures
(G074_req)
Design :
for each subject in the classes_request which is not
being withdrawn from
do
/* check for double failures of this SUbJect *1
get student history
count number of times student talled thls SUbJect
if result )= 2
then
double fail
Implementation
Selt-evident

'Data
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Check minimum amount of credit points for programme <G07S)
(G07S_reg)
Design :
get amount of credit points being attempted in students programme
get the students accrued credit points
if doing < 12 credit points but still requires more to tin1sh
the degree
then
not doing enough credit points
Implementation :
Accrued credit points includes :
1) credit points done at the university
2) specified credit points <subjects
result = 'S'), and
3) unspecified credit points

in

history with

Get the amount of credit points being attempted in students
current programme
(qnonw_crps_cr)
Design :
for each subject in classes request which is not bei.ng withdrawn
do
get the credit points for this sUbject
add credit points onto final result
Implementation
Self-evident

Get the students accrued credit points
(qaccrued_crps)
Design :
get students history
for each subject the student has attempted <lor more times
do
•
get the amount of credit points this subject is worth
add this to final result
Implementation :
As a student may have attempted a SUbject one or more
times, it is necessary to keep a list of SUbjects tor
which the credit points have already been counted, using
list manipulative primitives (for on encountering the
second attempt, we dO,not want to count the credit points
for this subject again).

Get the amount of credit points that this subject is worth
(qm&x_credit_ points)
Design :

1)

get all the successful attempt~ at this subject by the
student
.2)
each ot" these successf'ul attempts was
worth
a
particular point value in the year it was offered
3)
choose the highest such value as the amount ot cred1t
points which count towards the degree tor this SUbject
Implementation :
'This design ensures that the amount of credit points which
are counted towards a students' degree for a part1cular
subject is the maximum amount of credit points tor all
successful attempts at the subject. F'or example, it a
student, did CSCI321 in 1984 and got a 'rp and also 1n 1985
and got a P, the st~dent would be accredited l~ points
towards the degree, (1. e the value 01' CSCl321 in 1985,
Which is higher than its value in 1984- 6 credit ,points)
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Check maximum amount of credit points for session/year
(G079_req)
Design :
get credit points for session 1 sUbjects in students programme
get credit points for session 2 subjects in students programme
get credit points tor session annual su.bjects in students
programme
get credit po"ints for seSSl.on summer subjects in students
programme
if <doing more than 4U credit points in year or
doing more than 30 credit points in a session or
doing more than 14 credit points in summer seSSl.on)
then
doing too many credit points
Implementation :
According to the regulations, "half the value of an annual
subject shall be deemed to be taken in each of session 1
and session 2"
Get credit points for session X subjects in students programme
(qnonw_sesn_crps_cr)
Design :
for each subject in students programme which is not being
Withdrawn from and which is offered in the specified seSS10n
do
get the amount of credit points for that subJect
add points to final result
Implementation
Self -evident

4.6.4. Check variation of enrolment requlations
(GlOO_req)
Design :
check subjects Withdrawn date
check subjects addition date
Implementation
Self-evident
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Check subjects withdrawn date
(GI02_req)
Design :
for each subject in classes request which is being withdraWl'1
do
if session of subject is
1: and week ) session 1 week 8
too late
2: and week > session 2 week 8
too late
A: and week ) session 2 week 1
too late
~

.

Implementation
Self-evident

Check subject addition date
(GI06_req)
Design :
for each subject in classes request
do
if sesionn of subject is :
1: and week ) session 1 week 2
too late
2: and week ) session 2 week. 2
too late
A: and week. ) session 1 week. 2
too late

b~ing

withdrawn trom

Implementation :
This will only
sub-system.

be

needed in the

var~ation

of enrolment
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4.6.5. Check assessment regulations
(GllO_req)
Design :
1* Check tor maximum amount of PT , PC credit points */
get students history
tor each subject
do
if ~he best result that the student got tor this subject
was!PT or PC then the amount of credit points that this
subject contributes towards the degree in the
PT_PC_credit-points count

it the P'I'_PC_credi t-points count ) 36
then
has got more than the maximum amount of credit points
Implementation
Self "-evident

4.6.6. Check minimum rate of proqress regulations
(G120_min_rate_reqs)
Design :
1* check m1n1mum rate of accrued credit points (G122)
get student history
if student has enroled for at least 2 years
then
check rate of first 2 years
if student has been enroled at least 3 years
then
check rate of previous year of enrolment

Implementation
Selt-evident

~I
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Check rate of 1st 2 years of enrolment
(chk_lst_ 2-yrs_rate)
Design :
get credit points attempted in 1st ye.ar of enrolment
get credit points attempted in 2nd year ot" enrolment
add these together
get credit points accrued in 1st year ot enrolment
get credit points accrued in 2md year 01' enrolment
,.
add these together
if accrued/attempted < 2/3
then
below minimum rate of progress
>

,

Implementation
Self' -evident
Check rate of previous year of enrolment
(chk-previous-yr_rate)
'Design :
get credit points attempted in prev10us year
get credit points accrued in previous year
if accrued/attempted ( 1/2
then
below minimum rate of progress
Implementation
Self-evident
Get credit points attempted in year x
(qattempted_crps-yr )
Design .:
get student history
tor each subject attempted in year "x"
do
get credit points for subject
add credit points to result
Implementation
Self-evident
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Get credit points accrued in year "x"
(qaccrued_crps-yr)
Design :
get student history
for each successful subject attempted in year "x"
do
get credit points tor subject
add credit points to result
Implementation
Note that as it is only possible to attempt a sUbJect only
once in a year, then this algor1thm is much more s1mpler
than gaccrued_crps above.
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S. CONCLUSIONS
5.1. Implementation Problems
-Recovery facilitiesot' the database were difficult to achieve.
Confidence in the integr{ty of the data is high as all database
operations are atomic and f~lly recoverable.
-Response times within the enrolment system will be dependant
on the number of users on the machine, other than enrolling
students.
It is envisaged that the number ot' non"student users
will be minimal.
-The amount ot data required to test the system was large, and
it is entirely feasible that not all possible conditions have
been catered for.
-Due to the current lack of mass storage space available on the
UNIX,module generation was
a significant problem area,
causing difficulties in the compilation of modules.
-The high student-terminal ratio and system availabillty will
create problems in enrolment system development, such as slow
response-time, this problem being compounded by the slow baud
rate of most terminal~. '
c
-As this system will rely on the Mathematics Department
database being up-to-·date and correct, problems mayarJ.se if
this is not the case. Additionally, the regUlar malntenance ot
this data will be necessary tor consistant reSUlts to be
produced by the system.
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5.1.1. Final comments
The system produced provides an
online,
mUlti-user
facility for the enrolment of Computing Science students
at the University of Wollongong. It is designed to relieve
the load on the Academic Advisor, and due to the modular
programming concepts employed, may be easily expanded into
a more comprehensive system. A relational database system
was developed to allow tor easy, online queries and simple
applications interfacing.
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Database Fields

The names of the relations along with the names and character length of the attributes contained in each
Table l.
are listed in Table 1, below.
File: i f 000
Student
ch07
stud no
ch25
srnmch02
fst initl
chOl
stat
aggr
ch03
ch05
math mark
crse-cd
ch03
ch02
unspd_lOO_cr
ch02
unspd_200_cr
ch02
unspd_300_cr
deleted
chOl

Attributes: 11
Primary Key

.-

File: !fOOl
crse cd
majr
deg_id
deleted

Course

File: !fOO2
deg_id
deg nm
deleted

Degree

Attributes: 4
ch03
ch04
ch09
chOl

Primary Key

ch09
ch52
chOl

Primary Key

Attributes: 3·

Prescribed Subject
File: i f 003
Attributes: 4
ch09
deg id
Primary Key
ch07
Primary Key
subj_no
ch02
Primary Key
yr_fst_ofrd
chOl
deleted
File: i f 004
Subject
ch07
subj_no
yr fst ofrd
ch02
ch20
dept_nil
deleted
chOl

Attributes: 4
Primary Key
Primary Key
Primary Key

File: H005
Student History
Attributes: 5
stud no
ch07
Primary Key
subj_no
ch07
Primary Key
yr ofrd
ch02
Primary Key
chOl
su'bJ_reslt
deleted
chOl
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File: if006
stud no
subj no
yr ofrd
deTeted

Current Enrolment
Attributes: 4
ch07
Primary Key
ch07
Primary Key
ch02
Primary Key
chOl

File: if007
Student Class
stud no
ch07
sUbj-no
ch07
ch02
yr ofrd
chOl
cIs typ
cis-grp nm
chOl
deletedchOl

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Attributes: 6
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key

File: i f 008
sUbj_no
yr ofrd
req_str
req typ
deleted

Requisite
ch07
ch02
ch27
chOl
chOl

File: i f 009
sched id
subj no
yr ofrd
deTeted

Schedule List
Attributes: 4
chOl
Primary Key
ch07
Primary Key
ch02
Primary Key
chOl

File: i f 010
sched id
sched-nm
deleted

Schedule
chOl
ch30
chOl

Attributes: 5
Primary Key
Primary Key

Attributes: 3
Primary Key

File: HOll
Subject Offer
Attributes: 8
subj no
ch07
Primary Key
ch02
yr_ofrd
Primary Key
crps
ch02
ch30
cord
subj nm
ch30
subj-lvl abrev chOl
sesn-ofrd
chOl
chOl
deleted
File: i£012
Class
subj_no
yr ofrd
cis typ
cls-grp_nm
slot
rm cIs
deTeted

ch07
ch02
chOl
chOl
ch02
chlO
chOl

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Attributes: 7
Key
Key
Key
Ke~

Key

- 4 File: 1£013
subj no
yr ofrd
st~d no
deleted

Quota

File: i f 014
cord
rm acdm
deleted

Academics
ch30
ch10
ch01

ch07
ch02
ch07
ch01

File: i£015
Class
subj no
yr ofrd
cis typ
cls-grp nm
cls-maxdeleted
File: if016
subj no
yr ofrd
req_str
req_typ
deleted

Group
ch07
ch02
ch01
ch01
ch03
ch01

Temp File
ch07
ch02
ch27
ch01
ch01

Attributes: 4
Primary Key
Primary Key

Attributes: 3
Primary Key

Attributes: 6
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Key
Key
Key
key

Attributes: 5
Primary Key
Primary Key
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2.

Time-slots

Throughout the system J timetable slots are referred to by
their 'time-slot'J an integer between 1 and 65. The relationship between the 'time-slot' and the actual time and day
of the class is shown in the table below:
M::lN

TUE

WED

THR

FRI

+---~---+-------+-------+-------+-------+

8: 30 I
9:30 I

1

I 14
I

I 27
I

I 40
I

I 53
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I 16

.I

I 29
I

I 42
I

I 55
I

I
I

I 17
I

I 30
I

I 43
I

I 18
I

I 31
I

I 44
I

I 57
I

I
I

I 19
I

I 32
I

I 45
I

I 58
I

I
I

I 20
I

I 33
I

I 46
I

I 59
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
2
I 15
I 28
I 41
I 54 I

9 : 30 I
10 : 30 I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+

10:30 I
11: 30 I

3

11: 30 I
12 :30 I

4

12:30 I
1 :30 I

5

1: 30 I
2 :30 I

6

2:30 I
3:30 I

7

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+

I

56

I
I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
8
I 21
I 34 I 47
I 60 I

3:30 I
4:30 I

+-------+----~--+-------+-------+-------+

4:30 I
5 : 30 I

9

5: 30 I
6:30 I

10

I 22
-l

I 35
I

I 48
I

I 61
I

I
I

I 23
I

I 36
I

I 49
I

I 62
I

I
I

I 24
I

I 37
I

I 50
I

I 63
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I 26
I

I 39
I

I 52
I

I 65
I

I
I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+

6:30
7 :30

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
I 11
I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
12
I 25· I 38 I 51 I 64 I

7:30 I
8:30 I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+

8:30 I
9 :30 I

13

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
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3.

Database Management System Constants

The Database Management System which has been used by the
Student Enrolment System makes use of many user defined
types and external variables. The constants used by the
database interfaces are found in 'CD consts.h' and are summarised below:
RELNO
IFTRAN
IFOxx

- number of relations
- the transaction log number
- file number x, where x is shown in the list of
relations in Section 1.
- maximum number of update requests allowed at once
MAXREQ
- maximum record length, in characters
MAXRLEN
MAXTRIES
- max. number of attempts to lock Transaction File
- user update code
U_UPDATE
- user delete code
U DELETE
U-INSERT
- user insert code
- flag to indicate an update has been performed
UPDATE
NUPDATED
- flag to indicate that an update hasn't finished
DELETED
- flag indicating tuple has been deleted
RNAffi
- max. length of relation name
- max. length of attribute name
ANA ME
- max. length of domain name
DNA~
ATTVAL
- max. length of attribute value
TUPLE
- max. length of tuple
UOP LT
- db operator '<' for applications interface
UOP-GT
- db operator ')' for applications interface
- db operator '==' for applications interface
UOP_EQ
- db operator ')=' for applications interface
UOP GEQ
UOP-LEQ
- db operator '<=' for applications interface
UOP-NEQ
- db operator '1=' for applications interface
- db select operator
UOP SELECT
- db project operator
UOP PROJECT
UOP-JOIN
- db join operator
- db union operator
UOP UNION
UOP INTERSECT
- db intersect operator
UOP-DIFFERENCE - db difference operator
- db boolean 'not' operator
UOP NOT
- db boolean 'and' operator
UOP AND
UOP-OR
- db boolean 'or' operator
Dl CHAR
- db command delimiter character 1
D2 CHAR
- db command delimiter character 2
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4.

External Variables

The following external variables reside in 'CD extern.h' and
must be included in any program which accesses-the database:
extern
extern
extern
extern

domte
rvte
expb
char

domtab [MAXDOM]
rvtab[MAXREL]
exp r [ MAXEXPB ]
*snames[]

domain table
relational view table
expression blocks
names of files

Transaction Log Record:
extern struct {
update requests
DIFTRAN request [MAXREQ]
; number of updates
int
nrupdates
updated flag
char
updated[l]
}

SIFTRAN
5.

Naming Conventions

As only the first eight characters of a name are significant
in the 'c' programming language, a standard of naming for
variables, files, etc. was developed, and is outlined below:
5.1.

Sub-Systems
ACDE GHRS V-

5.2.

Academic advisor process
Functions common to more than one system
Database interface sub-system
Functions common to enrolment
Degree regulation checking
Screen handler functions
Report generation functions
Student query functions
Variation functiQns

Procedure Names

Functions fall into one of two categories:
For procedures used wholly within one sub-system, the name
of the function is preceeded by the sub-system identifier
and a three digit sequential number. e.g. A002_a_procedure.
For procedures common to more than one sub-system, the
parent sub-system identifier is preceeded by a 'C'. e.g.
CA002 a common one.
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5.3.

Panel Ids

Panels are associated with particular sub-systems, and are
identified by 'P' followed bt the tree-like option path to
that panel from the main panel of the sub-system. e.g.
the
main panel of the variation process is called PV , the panel
selected by option 1 from that panel is PVl, then the panel
selected by, say option 2 from PVl is called PV12, etc ••
Note that the second character 04 a panel-id will be the
sub-system identifier.

5.4.

Message Ids

Messages must be uniquely identified by the first eight
characters of their name. The structure of a message name is
as follows:
Mxy_zz_any_descriptive_name
Where •••
x is a sub-system identifier ( e.g. A,V,etc. )
y is null except for common messages, in which
case it is the parent sub-system identifier.
zz is a sequential number

- 9 5.5.

Standard Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used throughout
for variable and function names:
Abbrev.

Full Name

ABBREV
ACDM
ACRD
ADVN
ADVSR
AGGR
ATMPT
CD

ABBREVIATION
ACADEMIC
ACCRUED
ADVANCE
ADVISOR
AGGREGATE
ATTEMPT
CODE
CHECK
CLASS
COORDINATOR
CREDIT
CO-REQUISITE
CREDIT-POINTS
COURSE
CURRENT
DEGREE
DELETE
DEPARTMENT
DESCRIPTION
DATE
DAY
ENROLLED
FIRST
GROUP
HISTORY
HONOURS
HIGHER-SCHOOL-CERTIFICATE
IDENTITY
INITIALS
LECTURE
LAST
MAJOR
MATHEMATICS

CHI<

CLS
CORD
CR
CREQ
CRPS
CRSE
CURR
DEG
DEL
DEPT
DESC
DT
DY
ENRLD
FST
GRP
HIST
HONS
HSC
ID
INITL
LECT
LST
MAJR
MATH
NM
NO
OFR
OFRO
PGME
PREQ

NA~

NUMBER
OFFER
OFFERED
PROGRA~

PREREQUISITE

the

system
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PRESD
QOTA
RCD
REF
REGS
REQ
RM
RSLT
SCHED
SE~

SESN
SLOT
SPD
SRNM
STAT
STNDG
STUD
SUBJ
TOT
TUTE
TXT
TYP

UNSPD
XMPTN
YR

PRESCRIBED
QUOTA
RECORD
REFERENCE
REGULATIONS
REQUISITE
ROOM
RESULT
SCHEDULE
SELECT
SESSION
TIMESLOT
SPECIFIED
SURNA~

STATUS
STANDING
STUDENT
SUBJECT
TOTAL
TUTORIAL
TEXTBOOK
TYPE
UNSPECIFIED
EXEMPTION
YEAR
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6.

Source Code Files

The following is a list of the source code files and the
functions contained in each along with a brief description
of each of the functions.
AOOO.c
main
AOOO init
PA
A consts.h
CD consts.h
CD-extern.h
CD-read.c
CD-read file
CD rvp.c
- CD_rvp_manipulation
CD strip.c
- CD_strip
CD types.h
CD-updat.c
- CD_update_file
DOOl incvids
D002-sselect
D003-sf reload
D004-sa-select
CEOI.c
CEOI add db
CEll- generate
add
CEO III check IF006
CEOl12 check IF007
CEOl13-create inserts
CE012 generate withdrawl
CEOI3=gen~~ate=change

academic advisor main line
initialisation function
•• draw screen PA
academic advisor constants
dbms constants
dbms external vars.
dbms read file routine
works on temporary rvps.
move db attributes to strings
dbms type definitions
does updates on files
•• increment version numbers
•• returns tuple no. in relation
load ALL tuples
special select for ordinal nos.
add class req. to db ( enroll)
generate ADD db update request
check for current enrolment rec.
check classes enrolment record
generate subject & class tuples
generate WITHDRAW update request
generate CHANGE update request

CE02.c
edit & check classes request
CE02 advise
draw screen PAO
PAO
validation routine for PAO
CE02 val
CE03.c
add selected classes to request
CE03 add class data
CE04.c
add/remove subject from request
CE04 append cr
CE05.c give user final class request
CE05 choose class
PCOIdraw screen PCOI
PC02
draw screen PC02
CE06.c
CE06 det classes
select classes for subjects
CE07.c
CE07 enrol
allow AA to enroll or not
CE071_draw_pal
draw screen PAl
CE072 delete classes_request •• delete classes request file

- 12 CE08.c
CE08 get labtute data
CE08T read subject offer
CE082-read-lab classes
CE083-read-class slot
CE084-read-tute class
CE086-get ;umber enrolled
CE09.c
CE09 labtute clashes chk
CE09A labtute clashes chk
CEIO.c
CEIO lect clash chk
S4993l
S49932
sort lect
print clreq
CEll.c
CEll no classes suit
- CEllI draw ps6ll
CE1l2-draw-ps612
CEll3-check labs
CElI4-check-tutes
CE12.c
CE12 hist
CEI23_draw_paObl_3
CEI24 get subject level
CEI22_draw_paOb4 CEl2S get return reply
CEl2l-draw paOb CEI26=return_reply
CEI3.c
CEl3 ok xamine
CEI4.c
CEI4_opt_subj
CEIS.c
CEIS pgme chk
CE15l draw ps7l
CEI52-draw-ps721
CEI53-draw-ps722
CEl54-get return reply
CEl5S-return reply
CEI6.c
CEI6 sel class
CEI7.c
CEl7 sel subj
CEl72 process ps4
CEl78-add subject
CE173-draw ps41
CEI7q-draw-subjects
CEl7S draw subject info
CE171-draw-ps4
CEI76_get_user_reply
CEl77 check reply
CEl79 get_Iect

builds class info for a subject
read subject db file for offers
read lab classes for subject
get lab/tute timeslots
read tute classes for subject
•• get lab/tute enrolment
do labs/tutes clash with lect?
:. check all lab/tutes for AA
•• subject clash with lectures?
draw screen PS49931
draw screen PS49932
sort classes
print classes-req (debug).
all labs/tutes for a subj clash
•• draw screen PS6ll
draw screen PS612
read labs from db
read tutes from db
•• browse student history
•• draw screens PAOBl -> PAOB3
•• read level & cps from db
draw PAOB4 (stud. history)
•• wait for <return>
draw screen PAOB
validity check for PAOB
used for debugging
subject selection driver
check regs for pgme.
•• draw screen PS71
draw screen PS721
draw. screen PS722
wait on reply
validity check
\.. pick labl tutes for all subjs.

subj. select main driver
pick 100,200,300 level
add subject to classes req
•• draw screen PS41
•• draw subjects to PS41
put up subject details
draw subject levels PS4
want to do this subject?
validate reply ( yes or no )
read lecture times from db

- 13 CE18.c
CE18 xamine
CE184 delete subject
CE181-draw paOO
CE182-get user reply
CE18T""che'Ck rePly
CE19.c
CE19_subj_chk
CE19 val
PS4xX991
PS49921
PS49922
fails because
CE20.c
CE20 final choice
CE20 val
PS20CE consts.h
CGUl.c
CG01 chk deg regs
CG01subest_chk_deg_regs
CG types.h
Cli"consts.h
CH handler.c
H001 filter
getch
H003_getstr
CH curpos
CH-infld
CH-msg
CH putstr
CH-se1 opt
CH-set-term
- CH reset term
Cllclear-a.creen
CH types.h
CVOl.c
CV01 chk fld_yn
CV02.c
CV02 chk sesn
CV03.c
CV03 chk stud id
- is stud fmt
is-defined on stud file
CV04.c
CV04 grp run chk
is tute fmtCV05.c
CVOS_chk_subj_no
is subj fmt
is=defined_on_subj_file
CV consts.h
C itoa.c
c itoa

display a subject from cls_req.
delete subject from cIs req.
display subject details-on PAOO
read reply (E,D or 1) from PAOO
validation for PAOO
check if subj. meets deg. regs.
validation routine
•• draw screen PS4X991 check subj
draw PS49921 - check OK
•• draw PS49922 - check fails
reason for failure
•• end add/delete loop
validation of response
list subjects so far ( PS20 )
CE routine constants
main driver for check regs
chk pre-req,quota & 2 fails
chk deg regs typedefs
screen handler consts.
input filter
raw mode char read
read in a string
put cursoir on screen
•• read a string
put msg to message area
write a string to screen
input and validate an option
set up terminal (raw mode)
reset terminal to normal
clear the screen
screen handler typdefs
validate yes/no response
is string a valid session
is stud id on db & valid
is field 7 numeric
is stud id on db
is string a valid tute grp
is valid alphabetic
is this a valid subj
is in form AAAA999
is subject on db
validation routine messages
convert int to char string

- 14 DOOl.c
D006 dbms
D007-al edit schema
DOOS-a2-load-file
D009-a4-snapshot
DOI0-aS-reset snapshot
DOIl_a7_manual_update
D014 load file
DOl3-convert file
D016-unload file
D027-edit fIle
D002.c
DOOS decode
D003.c
0015 f reload
D026-zero version numbers
D005.c
u_aggregate
strcspn
D006.c
c_setup
c_dump
c rvscan
c rvinsert
c-rvsearch
c-rvdelete
c domsearch
c attsearch
D007.ca diu
D008.cD009.c
a join
DOIO.ca_project
DOll.c
a select
D012.cu_sortcomp
DOlS.c
u_panic
u error
u_copy
u compare
udumpexpb
z-numerics
z atoi
u clean
u-allocbuf
u evaluate
DOI6.cD023 monitor
dv0006 monitor char

db User Interface driver
edi t dbms schema
load std file into relation
•• copy db & schema
load snapshot over current db
unload db. edit. then reload
load std file intp rtb form
•• process std file -> rtb form
process relation -> std form
invoke Unix editor
decode db commands
load disk file into memory
reset relation version number
RTB code •••••
•• RTB code •••••

•• difference. insert & union modules
•• global variable module names
RTB join sub-module
RTB project sub-module
RTB select sub-module
RTB's sort module
RTB utility routines

write message to IFMDN
•• convert monitor no. to ascii

- 15 DOl7 .c
DOll a6 recovery
D017-pro trans
DOIS-perform update
D020.c main
D026 decode main record
D027-decode-second record
D028-decode-history record
D022.c main
Dl03 select file
DlOO draw_pdt
DlOl draw pd2
D consts.h"
d070.c
G070 enrol_regs
GOn.c
G072 reg
G072subset reg
chk_s_pre_requisites
chk s co requisites
chk-s-requisites
get_requisites
gcrps accrued with pattern
matches
-chk_exception_prereq
is anum
gis_in_cr
chk is incr coreq
gcrps_doing with_pattern
chk quota restirctions
chk_s_quota_restrictions
gsubj has a quota
gin quota=-G074.c G074 reg
G074Subset reg
chk s doubTe fail
G075.c
G075_reg
gnow crps cr
gaccrued_crps
gmax credit points
gstud record
G079.c
G079_reg
gnow sesn crps cr
GlOO.c
Gl OO_vary_enro I_regs

•• recover updates from IFTRAN
process IFTRAN file
create update request from IFTRAN
file conversion program (DBL)
re-format maths db record
read maths db second rec
re-format maths db hist. rec.
DBA main line
•• select which relation to work on
draw main screen for DBA (PDl)
•• draw file menu (PD2)
db error messages
check enrolment regulations
pre/corequisites & quota
do last subject only
chk prerequisites
chk co-requisites
check pre and co reqs
get requisites from db
get crps for stud subjects
check subject pattern
•• prequisite checks
pattern check
is it in cls_req.
co-requisite match
crps for subjects which match
check quota restrictions
is student in quota?
does the subj have a quota?
stud is in quota.
check for double failures
•• check for last subject only
•• has stud failed subj twice
check min. crps for pgme
sum of crps in cls.request
sum crps towards degree
credit points towards degree
read stud record from db
check max. crps for pgme
sum crps for session
chk variation regs

- 16 GI02 reg
-GI02_reg
GI06.c
GI06 reg
GIIO.c GUO assess_regs
GUS .c
Gl15 reg
gTQ accrued crps
gTQ-credit points
G120.c Gi20 min rate regs
G122.c G122 reg
gnext yr enrol
glast-yr-enrol
chk 1st "2 yrs rate

chk-prev{ous_yr~rate

gattempted crps yr
gaccrued_crps_yr
G comm.c
gcurr yr
gstudent history
gsession offered
gcredit points for
gcurr acad wk day_of_year
issue msg
CONS NEW

HEAD
REST
ROOO.c
main
ROlO .c
ROlO disp report meOl
R100.c R100proc stud ttbl
chk comb-selections
- defaults
assign
RUO.c
R110_disp_s~ud_ttbl

chk sesn
R122.c R122_produce_report
get enrollment
gis-in reqd sesn
gsesn offered
R200.c
R200 proc subj list
chk comb selections
assIgn_defaults
R210.c
R210_disp_subj_list

check subj withdrawl date
check subject addition date
check assesment regs
chk max. PT & PC credit
••• sum credit for PT & PC
check min. rate of progress
chk min. rate in accruing crps
get student's 1st year
•• get student's 2nd year
check rate for 1st two years
chk prevo years rate
amt of crps attempted in a year
amt of crps gained in a year
common regs utilities

Report driver
display report menu
•• process stud timetable rpt
validation for fields entered
give defaults for fields
display timetable
check session entered
generate stud ttbl report
read studs enrolment from db
is 8ubj in session required
get the session the subj is in
process subj list report
check that selection is valid
set defaults for report
display menu

- 17 R222.c
R222_produce reports
build header file
build-report-file
print-reportR300.s
R300 proc tute list
chk comb selections
assIgn_defaults
R310.c
R310 dip subj list
chk cIs t:yp chk_grp-nm
R322.c
R322-yroduce_report
build header file
build=report file
print_report
R comm.c
chk f1 oh
issue_msg
gcurr_yr
gcurr_acad_wk
day tab
day=of_year
gs tudent name
R consts.h
SOOO.c
main
SOOO init
SlOO.c
S100intro
PS1 draw
Sl10.c
SIlO tute-S1l1.c
SIll disp tute ops
S112.c S112 term use
S112 2page
S112-3page
S112-4page
Sl12-Spage
Sl13.c SI13_sqp_summ
S113 2page
Sl13_3page
S200.c
S200 req det
S210.c S210 stud id chk
S400.c
S400 det classes

generate data for subject list
generate heading for report
•• generate report format
•• send report to screen/printer
process tute list report
validates entered fields
set defaults for report
display menu & read entries
validate entry
•• check for valid tute/lab group
generate data for subj list
•• build report heading
•• generate report
send report to screen/printer
•• common report utili ties •••••

•• report system messages
•• SQP driver
•• initialise classes request
give intro to student
•• draw main screen
•• give sqp tutorial
main selection screen PS2
tutorial on terminal use •••

•• tutorial on SQP •••••

•• get student id
verify stud-id
select classes for each subj

- 18 S410.c
S410 sel class
PS5
S413.c
S413_get_best_classes
S415.c
8415 choose class
determine slot
PS621
~~?:g2
8600 .~:~
8600 write_class_req
PS73PS74
8 consts.h
8-msg.h
S types.h
VOOl.c
main
PV
PVO
V002.c
V002 get req
V0023_get_ tutes
V0029 get labs
V0024-get-slots
V0021-inlF
V0025 get course coderr
V0022=get=lectures
V003.c
V003 advise
PV1
V003 val
V004.c
V004 final choice
V004-val
PV3
V005.c
V005 det classes
V006.c
V006 sel c·lass
V007.c
V007 choose class
PV02PV03
V consts.h
V......t ypes.h
glod_consts.h
glob macros.h
glob-types.h

chk available lab/tutes
•• draw PS5
weight lab/tute classes
give user remaining classes
calculate date/time from timeslot
•• draw tutorial choices
draw laboratory choices
create cIs req file
say writing pgme request
say goodbye
SQP constants
SQP messages
SQP types
VEP main driver
•• get student id ( PV )
Enrolment screen (PVO)
build classes request from db
•• get tutes from db
get lab data from db
get time-slots for subj.
init classes request
get students' crse code
get lectures for subjects
edit and check cIs req
give subject summary (PVl)
•• read selection from screen
•• Give AA choice of withdrawing
validity check ( yes or no )
Withdraw screen (PV3)
determine classes for each subj
select classes for each subj
change/browse lab/tutes
tutorial list (PV02)
laboratory list (PV03)
•• VEP constants
VEP typedefs
global constants
global macros
global typedefs
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ABSTRACT
This document is the user manual for the Student Enrolment
System ( SES ) for the Department of Computing Science at
the University of Wollongong.

1.

Introduction

The sections of this manual are aimed at different levels of
user. For example, a user of the dbms 1s assumed to know
much more about the system than a user of the Student Query
Process.
This system provides facilities for:
- students to select, and receive advice on their academic
programme for the year,
- academic staff to browse, modify or accept this programme
and enroll students,
- the generation of standard reports, and
- ad-hoc enquiries of the student database.
SES is fully
and line 3
bottom few
responses.
user back up
will provide
required.

menu driven. Each screen has two lines ( line 2
") reserved for error or help messages, and the
lines of each screen show extra allowable
On most screens, entering an 'E' will take the
to the previous screen, and a question mark '1'
the user with'more information on the responses
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2.

Student Query Process

This process allows students to build up a list of the subjects they wish to undertake during the year and to select
laboratory and tutorial classes for those subjects.
This
list, called the student's provisional 'Classes Request', is
stored at the end of the Student Query Process and presented
to an academic advisor who may then accept or modify the
student's programme. The Student Query Process is started
by entering the command:
SQP
This takes the user to the main selection menu from which
either a tutorial on terminal usage, a tutorial on the Student Query Process, or the enrolment process itself may be
selected. Students will normally start from this screen, as
the process will already be running for them.
The first screen of each of the tutorials allows the user to
back-out to the previous screen. Upon reaching the 'Student
Identification Screen', either directly, or after viewing
the tutorial(s), students are asked to enter their studentid from their enrolment form, which is then checked against
the database to ensure that it is valid. Student's will be
referred to an academic advisor in the unusual event of
their student-id not being on the database.
After the student's id has been verified, it is possible to
select the subject level desired ( 100, 200 or 300 ) from
the 'Select Subjects Main Screen', which then displays a
menu of subjects available at that level. After selecting a
subject, by entering the number from the menu, the student
is shown details of that subject, including the description
of the subject from the department's handbook, and asked to
confirm their desire to undertake that subject by entering
'y' ( Yes) or 'N' ( No). Declining to take the subject
will return the student to the previous screen.
After selecting each subject, the system will check for any
timetable clashes with other selected subjects, check that
the student is in any quotas for the subject, check that the
student has satisfied any pre-requisites for the subject and
advise the student accordingly. The student is then allowed
to back-out of the subject if desired.
Students continue selecting subjects until 'E'xiting from
the 'Select Subjects Main Screen', at which time the system
displays the selected programme so far, and allows alterations.
After eventually declining further alterations, the
system will check each subject in turn and display available
laboratory and tutorial classes for those subjects requiring
them.
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- 4 The student will then be asked to select a laboratory or
tute from those available
the student is required to
select one.
After all labs and tutorials have been selected, the system
will check that the student's final programme satisfies
degree regulations andadvlse accordingly. Failing to meet
any of the regulations does not preclude the student from
choosing a subject, as the academic advisor must Unally
approve the programme before ~nrolment.
Finally the student's 'Classes Request' is written to a file
and the student advised to proceed to the academic advisor
for enrolment.
3.

Academic Advisor Process

Academic advisors start up the enrolment system advisor process by issuing the command:
AAP

which requests the student-id and then recalls the provisional 'Classes Request' file created by that student. If
for some reason the student has been unable to complete the
Student Query Process, and therefore has not created a provisional 'Classes Request' file, then an empty request is
generated automatically. The system then moves to the 'Subject Summary for Student' screen and allows the advisor to
examime the student's programme and history, and to make
changes to the student's programme.
By entering the selection number of a subject on this
screen, the advisor may examine details such as lab classes,
etc. for that subject and may also delete that subject from
the student's request list. The time-slots for lectures,
laboratory classes and tutorial classes are shown as the
'time-slot' number ( See Appendix 2 ), and the characters
'T' and 'B' are used to indicate tutorial and laboratory
classes, respectively. Note, that if the advisor wishes to
change the. laboratory class that a student has selected, it
is necessary to delete the subject at this stage, and 'A'dd
the subject again. Other options available from this screen
include the same options available to students through the
SQP ( and consequently the messages from these options are
oriented towards students). These options are:
3.1.

~

Subject

The 'A' option places the user in the 'Select Subjects
Main Screen' from which the level of subject ( 100, 200
or 300 ) is selected. The subjects available at the
selected level are retrieved from the database and
displayed. After choosing a subject, by entering the
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number from the menu, the user is shown details of that
subject, including the description of the subject from
the department's handbook, and asked to confirm the
taking of the subject by entering 'y' ( Yes ) or 'N' (
No ). Declining to take the subject will return the
user to the previous screen.
After selecting each subject, the system. will check for
timetable clashes with other selected subjects, advise
accordingly, and allow the user to back-out of the subject ifgesired.
The subject selection process continues until the
'E'xits from the 'Select Subjects Main Screen'.
3.2.

user

Browse Student History

The 'B' option places the user in the 'Student History
Menu' from which the student's 100 level, 200 level or
300 level subject history may be displayed, and other
information such as the student's HSC aggregate, etc.
may also be displayed.
3.3.

Check Degree Regulations

The 'c' option proceeds to check the current programme
to ensure that it meets the University's degree regulations. The system will display an explanation of the
first of any unsatisfied regulations.

3.4.

Select Laboratoty and Tutorial Classes

The '8' option checks the database for any of the subjec~s
selected which have laboratory or tutorial
classes, displays this information for each subject in
turn, and allows the academic advisor to select the
group in which to place the student.
After the advisor 'E'xits from the 'Subject Summary for Student' screen the system. displays the 'Enrol. Student' menu
from which the advisor may:
1. Enrol the student in the subjects contained in the
provisional classes request, and automatically delete
the student's classes request.
2. Exit the process without enrolling the student but
leaves the student's prOVisional classes request file
on the system.
3. Delete the student's provisional classes request file.
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4.

Variation of Enrolment Process

In order to make alterations to a student's enrolment
throughout the year. the variation of enrolment process has
been provided. To invoke this process. the user enters:
VEP
which then requests the student-id of the student whose
enrolment is to be altered. The system generates a classes
request for that student and allows the user to make alterations to it.
The main screen of VEP is titled 'Subject Summary for Student xxxxxxx' and allows the user to select from the following options:
4.1.

Add Subjects

Option 'A' allows the user to move through the subject
selection process. The 'Select Subjects Main Screen'
asks for the choice of the level of subject desired.
All subjects available at that level are then displayed
and may be selected by entering the appropriate subject
number. After selection of each subject. the student's
provisional timetable is checked for clashes. the
appropriate advice given. and final approval sought for
the addition of that subject to the elasses request.
The selection process is terminated by 'E'xiting from
the 'Select Subjects Main Screen'.
4.2.

Browse Student History

The 'B' option places the user in the 'Student History
Menu' from which the student's 100 level. 200 level or
300 level subject history may be displayed. and other
information such as the student's HSC aggregate. etc.
may also be displayed.
4.3.

Check Degree Regulations

The 'c' option proceeds to check the current programme
to ensure that it meets the University's degree regulations. If for some reason. the regulations are not
satisfied. then a message containing those reasons is
displayed.
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4.4.

Select Tutorials

The 'S'option moves through the classes request. and
checks each subject to see if it has laboratory or
tutorial classes. and displays all the classes for each
subject requiring these.
4.5.

Delete Subject

The 'D' option allows the advisor flag subjects in
classes request for deletion.
4.6.

the

Apply Changes

On 'E'xiting from the VEP main screen. the user is
asked
for final approval before implementing the
changes.
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5.

Report Generation Process

The report generation processs is invoked
command:
RGP

by

entering

the

The system then sets up the main report selection menu, and
users are then allowed to select the type of report by
entering the number of the desired report.
The main menu allows the user to ask for help by entering a
question mark ( ? ) or to exit the function by typing an 'E'
a blank entry from any of the report screens will exit from
the report without submitting a report. The three reports
available are:
5.1.

Generation of a Student Timetable

On selecting this option, the user will be asked for
the student-id and the session for ~hich the timetable
is desired. The output from the function may be
directed either to the screen or to an online printer
by
choosing
the
appropriate
value
for
the
'Online/Hardcopy' option. Up to two timetable clashes
can be accomodated by this report, by replacing the
room in which the class is held with the second subject. An example of this type of report is shown below
in Figure 1.
'
Figure 1.

STUDENT TIMETABLE

STUDENT ID: 9908214
STUDENT NAME: HARRIS
SESSION: 1
MaN

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

+---------+---------+---------+---------+--------+
ICSCI111 BI
ICSCI321 LI
I

8:301
9:301

ISKYLAB

I

120.5

I

120 .1

I

I

+---------+---------+---------+---------+--------+
ICSCI1f1 BI
ICSCI311 TI
I

9:301
10 : 30 I

ISKYLAB

1

I

+---------+---------+---------+---------+--------+
I

I

1

I

+---------+---------+---------+---------+--------+
ICSCIl21 LI
I' I
I

8:301
9 : 30 I

ISKYLAB

I

I

I

I

+---------+---------+---------+---------+--------+
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1.!.

List of Students in !. Subject

If this option is selected, the user is presented with
a screen on which the subject number is entered. The
user must also indicate which of the two types of
report are required, one sorted by student-id or one by
student-name, and whether the output is to be directed
to the screen or to a printer. An example of this type
of report is shown below in Figure 2.
Figure 2.
STUDENTS IN SUBJECT
SUBJECT NO: CSCI321
SUBJECT

NA~:

SOFTWARE PROJECT

by STUDENT ID
STUDENT ID

STUDENT NAI£

7908214
8192668
8224754
8232578
8280799

HENDERSON
KALOKERINOS
NOLAN
MINTOFF
HARRIS
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1.1.

List of Students ·in Tutorial Group

If this option is selected, a menu is displayed asking
for details of the report to be generated. By entering
<return> to the questions from the system, the
report
generating process will be terminated. The user is
first asked for the subject number, then the class type
( T-tutorial, B-Iab, or L-lecture ), followed by the
group name.
The user must then select one or both of the two types
of report, ordered by student-id or ordered by student
name, and whether the output is to be directed to the
screen or to a printer. An example of this type of
report is shown below in Figure 3.
Figure 3.
STUDENTS IN CLASS
SUBJECT NO: CSCI321
SUBJECT NAl£: SOFTWARE PROJECT
LAB CLASS: A

by STUDENT 1D
STUDENT ID

STUDENT NAME

7908214
8192668
8224754
8232578
8280799

HENDERSON
KALOKERINOS
NOLAN
MINTOFF
HARRIS
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6.

Database Administration Utilities

The database users interface is restricted to members of
s taft.
All of these functions work on files wi thin the
database directory. Within this directory are:
the database schema.
the system monitor file.
the database system transaction log.
4.
the standard form of the Maths database.
5.
backup copy of standard Unix. format file.
6.
version id file'.
7. /ifOxx~rel
the relational file.
8. /ifOxx.snp
snapshot copy of the relation.
9. /ifOxx.snum •• snapshot copy of version id file.
10. /ifOxx ••• ~ ••• data in standard Unix. file format.

1.

2.
3.

/D020SCHEMA ••
/IFMON •••••••
/IFTRAN ••••••
/MATHDB ••••••
/ifOxx.bkp
/ifOxx.num

The first function that the Database Administrator will need
to perform is to process the information from the Mathematics Department's database into a form suitable for loading
onto the enrolment system's relations. To perform this function, the user must enter the command:
DBL
The function then processes the copy of the Mathematics
Department database ( /MATHDB ) into a file suitable for
loading using option 2 of DBA. The Mathematics Department's
file will have already been transferred from the UNIVAC into
the file /MATHDB and the relations which need to be loaded
are the Student file ( /ifOOO ) and the Student History file
( /1£005 ).
The rest of the functions available to the database administrator ~re grouped together in the DBA process. To invoke
these functions, the user enters the command:
DBA
The uSer will then be presented with the Database Management
System primary options menu, for which the following options
may be selected:
1. Update schema
2. Load file
3. Unload file
4. Snapshot
5. Restore snapshot
6. Recovery
7. Manual update
8. Edit file

• Unix is a trade mark of Bell Labs
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Update Schema

By selecting option 1, the function invokes the UNIX
editor and allows the user to edit the relational
schema which exists as a text file ( /D020SCHE~). An
example of the format of this file is detailed below:
chOl
1
ch02
2
3
ch03
ch05
5
7
ch07
ch25
25
%%
IFOOO 5 11
stud no
srnm
fst initl
stat
aggr
math mark

ch07
ch25
ch02
chOl
c:h03
ch05

P

N
N
N

N
N

The first part of the file is the domain specifications, one record per domain, specifying domain name
and the maximum attribute length (in characters). The
domain specifications are delimited by a record starting with '%%'. The second part of the file contains
the relationship specifications.
Each relation is
defined by a header record specifying the relation
name, number of tuples and number of attributes followed by one record per attribute, specifying the
attribute name, the name of the underlying domain and
the attribute status value ( P-primary key, C-candidate
key, N~non-key). It should be noted that the database
catalogue tables are created only at the invocation of
the DBA function, therefore, after any changes to the
schema, the new version will not be observed by the
user until after the DBA function has ended.
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Load File

Option 2 allows the user to load a standard Unix. file
into the format required by the DBMS. The system will
ask the user to select which of the relations is to be
loaded and the target relation will be over-written.
The version number of the target relation will be reset
to one by this process. The standard Unix. file which
will be accepted by the system loader should have
fields seperated by at least two blanks, and records
seperated by at least one newline. An example of this
is the second step in the loading of data from the
Mathematics Department's database.
6.3.

Unload File

Option 3 allows the user to unload a DBMS format file
into a standard Unix. file. The user is presented with
a menu to select which of the relations is to be
unloaded.
6.4.

Snapshot

Option 4 will produce a Snapshot copy of the entire
database, including relational schema, and erase the
contents of the Transaction Log file. Each relation is
copied to a file called ifxxx.snp, and the version
number file is copied to ifxxx.snum •
6.5.

Restore Snapshot

Option 5 will restore the last snapshot files over the
current copy of the database, replacing the current
version.
6.6.

Recovery

Option 6 will apply all sucessful updates which are
stored in the transaction log file (/IFTRAN
) to the
current version of the database. It is important to
note that a recovery must only be attempted AFTER a
restore snapshot.

• Unix is a trade mark of Bell Labs
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6.7.

Manual Update

Option 7 displays a selection menu of files to edit ,
and then unloads the selected file into a standard
Unix* file and invokes t~e full-screen editor on this
file. After the user has made changes and exited the
editor, the file is automatically loaded back into
database format.
This option will be used to add new subjects, enter
preand co-requisites and timetable information.
First year students who have accepted offers for places
in subjects offered by the Department of Computing Science will be entered onto the student and quota relations prior to enrolment day using this option.
6.8.

Edit File

Option 8 invokes the full-screen editor on a selected
database file which has previously been unloaded, and
allows changes to be made. The file must be manually
loaded afterwards to install the changes on the database.
6.9.

Monitor File

The monitor file is used by applications programs to
store error messages. When a function falls, it returns
a non-zero return code to the calling process which is
the record number in the monitor file of a detailed
error message. This file is in standard Unix* file
format and is intended for use by maintenance personnel
in order to allow efficient and simple diagnosis of any
problems which may arise. The function:
ifmon
will ~isplay the tail of the monitor file
determination.

* Unix is a trade mark of Bell Labs
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Ad-hoc Enquiries

When it is deSired to extract information form the
database which is not provided by the standard reports,
the user has two choices:
6.10.1.

IRA

Change to the database directory and invoke the
Instructional
Relational Algebra package from
Monash University to extract the data required
from the database. The full path name of IRA is
/usr/db/ira , and the system will respond with the
prompt 'ira>'
IRA provides help screens which
can be accessed by typing 'help'. The relational
schema for SES is explained in Appendix 1. Some
examples of IRA's use with the SES are shown
below:
Example 1.
Give me all students who are currently enrolled in
CSCI321 and CSCI311:
ira>
ira>
ira>
ira>
ira>
ira>
ira>

result1 = select i f 006 [subj no = "CSCI321"]
result2 = select if006 [subj-no = "CSCI311"]
result3 = project result1 [ stud no ]
result4 = project result2 [ stud-no ]
resultS = result3 intersect result4
result6 = join if000 [ stud no ] resultS
display result6

Example 2.
Give me details of the
-8224754:

student

whose

number

is

ira> result1 = select i f 000 [stud_no= "8224754"]
ira> display result1
Example 3.
Give me all students who are currently enrolled in
CSCI321 or CSCI311:
ira> result1 = select i f 006 [subj no="CSCI321"
or subj no="CSCI311"]
ira> result2-= project result1 [ stud no ]
ira> result3 = join if000 [ stud no ]-result2
ira> display result3
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Unix. tools

The user may unload the database into a standard
Unix. file by using option 3 from DBA t and to then
use Unix. tools such as awk and grep to extract
the desired data. and generate the desir~d_l~~at.
6.11 • Re-making System Object Modules
If it is necessary to make changes to constants or
source code. then it will be necessary to use the command:
IPL

system J

to re-make the object module for the system specified (
i.e. SQP, AAP. VEP, RGP. DBL or DBA ). For example. to
re-make the SQP function. the user should issue the
command:

1PL SQP

• Unix is a trade mark of Bell Labs
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7.1.

Appendix
Database Fields

The names of the relations along with the names and
character length of the attributes contained in each
are listed in Table 1, below.
File: 1fOOO
Student
stud no
ch07
srnm
ch25
fst inftl
ch02
stat
chOl
aggr
ch03
chOS
math mark
ch03
crse cd
unspd 100 cr
ch02
ch02
unspd 200=cr
unspd 300 cr
ch02
deleted chOl

Attributes: 11
Primary Key

File: if001
crse cd
majr
deg id
deleted

Course

Attributes: 4
Primary Key

File: if002
deg_id
deg nm
deleted

Degree

ch03
ch04
ch09
chOl
ch09
ch52
chOl

Attributes: 3
Primary Key

File: if003
Prescribed Subject
Attributes: 4
__ deg id
ch09
Primary Key
ch07
sub} no
Primary Key
yr_fst_ofrd
Primary Key
ch02
deleted
chOl
File: i£004
Subject
subj no
ch07
ch02
yr fat ofrd
dept nm
ch20.
deleted
chOl

Attributes: 4
Primary Key
Primary Key
Primary Key

File: if005
Student History
Attributes: 5
stud no
Primary Key
ch07
subj no
ch07
Primary Key
ch02
Primary Key
yr_o7rd
subj reslt
chOl
deleted
chOl
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stud no
subj-no
yr ofrd
deleted

Current Enrolment
Attributes: 4
ch07
Primary Key
ch07
Primary Key
ch02
Primary Key
chOl

File: if007
Student Class
stud no
ch07
subj-no
ch07
yr_orrd
ch02
cIs typ
chOI
cls-grp run
chOI
deletedchOI

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

File: if008
subj no
yr_oIrd
req_str

Primary Key
Primary Key

re~typ

deleted

Requisite
ch07
ch02
ch27
chOI
chOl

Attributes: 6
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
Attributes: 5

File: i f 009
sched id
subj no
yr ofrd
deleted

Schedule List
Attributes: 4
chOl.
Primary Key
ch07
Primary Key
ch02
Primary.Key
chOl

File: HOlO
sched id
sched-nm
deleted

Schedule
chOI
ch30
chOI

Attributes: 3
Primary Key

File: HOll
Subject Offer
Attributes: 8
subj_no
ch07
Primary Key
yr_ofrd
ch02
Primary Key
crps
ch02
cord
ch30
subj nm
ch30
subj-Ivl_abrev chOI
sesn ofrd
chOl
deleted
chOl
File:· if012
Class
subj no
yr ofrd
cIs typ
cls-grp run
slot rm cIs
deleted

ch07
cb02
chOl
chOl
ch02
chl0
chOI

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
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subj no
yr ofrd
stud no
deleted

Quota

File: i£014
cord
rm acdm
deleted

Academics
ch30
ch10
ch01

ch07
ch02
ch07
ch01

File: i£015
Class
subj no
yr ofrd
cIs typ
cls-grp nm
cls-maxdeleted
File: i£016
subj no
yr_o£rd
req_str
re<Ltyp
deleted

Group
ch07
ch02
chOl
ch01
ch03
ch01

Temp File
ch07
ch02
ch27
ch01
ch01

Attributes: 4
Primary Key
Primary Key

Attributes: 3
Primary Key

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Attributes: 6
Key
Key
Key
key

Attributes: 5
Primary Key
Primary Key
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7.2.

Time-slots

Throughout the system, timetable slots are referred to
by their 'time-slot', an integer between 1 and 65. The
relationship between the 'time-slot' and the actual
time and day of the class is shown in the table below:

MDN

TUE

WED

THR

FRI

8: 30

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
I 1 I 14 I 27 I 40 I S3 I

9 :30

I

I

I

I 15
I

I
I

LO:30 J
L1 : 30 I

I

L2:30

I

1 :30

9: 30
L0: 30

I

I

I

I 41
I

I 54
I

I
I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I·

1

I

I'

1

I 21
I

I 34
I

I 47
I

I 60
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
I
I

2

28

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
3
J 16
I 29 I 42 J 55 J

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
L1: 30 1
4
I 17
1 30
I 43
I 56
I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
12:30 I
5
1 18
1 31
I 44
1 57
I
1: 30
2 :30

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
I 6 I 19 1 32 I 45 I 58 I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
2:30 I
7
I 20 I 33 1 46 I 59 I
3: 30 I

3:30
4:30
4:30
5:30
5:30
6:30
6:30
7 :30.
7: 30
8:30
8: 30
9:30

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
I
I

8

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
I 9 I 22
I 35
I 48
I 61
I
I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+--~----+

I
I

10

I
I

11

I
I

23

I
I

24

I
I

36

1
I

37

I
I

1
I

62

I 50
1

I
I

63

I

I

49

I
I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
I
I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
I 12 I 251 38 I 51 I 64 I
I

I

'I

I

+-------+-------+-------+-------t-------+
I
I

13

I
I

26

I
I

39

1
I

52

I
I

65

I
I

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+
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Command Summary
SQP

......... ...
.:

start the Student Query Process.

AAP

start the Academic Advisor Process.

VEP

start the Variation of Enrolment
Process.

DBL ••••••••••••• process the copy of the Mathematics
Department database ( /MATHDB ) into
a file suitable for loading into the
database.
DBA ••••••••••••• start the Database Administration
Utilities process.
1PL [ system ] •• re-make the system. The allowable
parameters are:
SQP, AAP, VEP, RGP, DBL or DBA.
ifmon ••••••••••• list the tail of the monitor file.

ifmon(l)

NAlo£

UNIX Programmer's Manual

ifmon(l)

ifmon - enrolment system error log list

SYNOPSIS
AAP

DESCRIPTION
ifmon strips the last 10 lines from the Student Enrolment
System monitor file and sends them to standard output, using
tlt~ Unb: !!!!. (1) command.
.j

FILES
/dbase/IFM:>N
SEE ALSO
tail (1),

ana- ~

7th Edition

AAP (1),
(1"-:-

DBA (1),
-

~

(1),

~

(1)

SQP

~
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AAP - enrolment system academic advisor process

SYNOPSIS
AAP

DESCRIPTION
AAP reads students
'Classes Request' files given the
StUdent-id and allows the academic advisor to inspect a
student's academic history and alter the student's selected
programme. The process allows the advisor to add or delete
subjects from the 'Classes Request' and to alter a student's
laboratory or tutorial classes. The advisor may also check
that the student's programme meets degree regulations and
may then, if desired enter the student's programme details
on the Student Enrolment Database. The process will generate a classes request if one is not found for the student,
however, the student-id concerned must already exist on the
database. The process is menu-driven, with on-line help provided. Messages from any processing errors which occur are
written to the system monitor file for ease of problem diagnosis. This function provides all of the facilities a¥ailable to SQP.
FILES
/ dbase/IFIDN
/dbase/IFTRAN
/dbase/if???rel
I dbase/ if?? ?·.num
SEE ALSO
ifmon (1), DBA (1),
and ~ (l)-.-
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DBA - enrolment system database administrator process
SYNOPSIS
DBA
DESCRIPTION
DBA allows authorised persons to maintain the Student Enrolment Database. The process is menu-driven with on-line help
provided. The user may edit the database schema, load and
edit the database relations, take 'snapshot' copies of the
database, and undertake recovery of the database. The user
has total control of the database and is expected to act
responsibly. Messages from any processing errors which occur
are written to the system monitor file.
FILES
/dbase/IFK>N
/dbase/IFTRAN
/dbase/if???
/dbase/if???rel
/dbase/if???num
!dbase/if???bkp
/dbase/if???snp
/dbase/if???snum

SEE ALSO
ifmon (1), AAP (1),
and VEP (1)-.-
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DBt - enrolment system database initial data load
SYNOPSIS
DBt
DESCRIPTION
DBt takes the copy of the Mathematics Department's database
in /MATHDB , and converts the data into an intermediate form
suitable for loading into the Student Enrolment Database.
The two intermediate files created may then be inspected,
and loaded over the relations using the functions provided
by DBA.
Only authorised persons are allowed to use this
function.
FILES
/dbase/MATHDB
/dbase/IFK>N
/dbase/ifOOO
/dbase/if005
SEE ALSO
ifmon (1), AAP (1),
and VEP (1)-.-
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IPL - enrolment system make
SYNOPSIS
IPL [ option
DESCRIPTION
IPL builds or re-builds the part of the Student Enrolment
System specified by option. The following options are available:
AAP •• make the Academic Advisor Process
DBL
make the Database Loader
DBA •• make the Database Administrator Process
RGP •• make the Report Generation Process
SQP •• make the Student Query Process
VEP •• make the Variation of Enrolment Process
The command invokes make (1), compiles those modules which
have changed since ~last compile and re-links the object
modules produced by the compiles. The executable module is
placed in a file whose name is the same as the option.
FILES
/src/makesystem
/src/*.c
/src/*.h
/src/*.o
/src/AAP
/src/DBA
/src/DBL
/src/RGP
/src/SQP
/src/VEP
SEE ALSO
make (1), AAP (1),
and VEP (1)7'""
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RGP - enrolment system report generation process
SYNOPSIS
RGP
DESCRIPTION
RGP is a menu driven system for extracting standard reports
frOm the Student Enrolment Database. The system provides
on-line help and allows offers the user a selection menu for
the three styles of report to be generated i.e. student
timetables, a list of students in a subject and a list of
students in a lab or tutorial class. Each report prompts
the user for information such as the order in which the data
on the report is to be sorted, and whether the report is to
be displayed on-line or sent to the printer.
On-line help
is provided to guide the user through the process. The process uses three temporary files ( one for each report type )
for report generation and sorting.
FILES
/dbase/IFK>N
Isrc/data?file
/erc/head? .file
/dbase/if???rel
/dbase/if???num
SEE ALSO
ifmon (1),
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SQP - enrolment system student query process
SYNOPSIS
SQP
DESCRIPTION
SQP invokes a set of menu driven functions to allow, a student to request enrolment in subjects offered by the Department of Computing Science at the University of Wollongong.
The student is guided through a set of full-screen menus and
may select subjects, and laboratory/tutorial classes for
these subjects where appropriate. The function provides online help messages and checks each subject selection for
timetable clashes, pre-requisites and quota requirements.
Once a student has finished selecting subjects, the entire
programme is then checked to ensure that degree requlations
are met. The student will receive suitable warnings if there
are any regulations which aren't satisfied, or any timetable
clashes. At the end of the process a file is created by the
process for communicating the student's academic programme
to the academic advisor for enrolment.
FILES
/dbase/IFM>N
/dbase/if???rel
/dbase/if???num
/dbase/IFTRAN
SEE ALSO
ifmon (1), AAP (1),
and VEP (1)-.-
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VEP - enrolment system variation of enrolment process
SYNOPSIS
VEP
DESCRIPTION
VEP builds a classes request from a student's current enrolment and then proceeds to edit that classes request to apply
alterations to a student's programme. The process may also
examine a student's academic history, check degree regulations or add/delete subjects. This function provides all of
the facilities available to AAP •
FILES
/dbase/IFIDN
/dbase/IFTRAN
/dbase/if???rel
/dbase/if11?num
SEE ALSO
ifmon (1), AAP (1),
and SQP (1)-.-
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